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Abstract

This thesis presents spectral and imaging X-ray stud¡es of the Galactic supernova

remnants (SNRS) G292.0+1.8 and G292.2-0.5 performed with the state-of -the-aft Chandra

X-ray Observatory. The analysis performed on G292.0+1.8 represents the first detailed

spatially resolved spectroscopic study of this composite{ype SNR, and the analysis of

G292.2-0.5 represents the first high-resolution X-ray study of this young remnant and its

associated high-magnetic field pulsar.

Spectral and imaging âna¡ysis of the remnant G292.0+1.8, containing the 135 ms pulsar

(PSR) J1124-5916, were performed. The supernova biast wave and ejecta were identified

by fitting the X-ray data with nonequ¡librium ionization (NEl) models. A progenitor mass of

3040 Mo was der¡ved by comparing the derived abundances from the NEI fits with those

predicted from nucleosynthesis models. The intrinsic parameters of the supernova explosion

such as ¡ts energy, age of the SNR, blast wave veloc¡ty and swept-up mass were derived

using the Sedov interpretation. The estimated age of the remnânt ot 2,60011ì3 yrs is close to

the charâcteristic age of the pulsar of 2,900 yrs. The properties of the pulsar wind nebula

(PWN) surrounding PSR J1124-5916 were also derived in light of the Kennel & Coroniti

model. ln addition, the first evidence for a steepening of the PWN power law index with

increasing radius was found, as expected from synchrotron losses.

fhe Chandra observation of the remnant G292.2-0.5 allowed for the detection of the X-

ray counterpart of its associated high-magnetic field radio pulsar J 1 1 1 9-61 27. A faint 3"x6"

extended component surrounding the pulsar was identified at energies above -1.2 kev,



representing the first evidence for a PWN. The combined emission from the pulsar and its

PWN was well described by a power law with a photon index f = 2.2\:i and unabsorbed

0.5-10 keV luminosity ot (S.Sllt )xtO" ergs s-1 at a distance of 6 kpc. The emission from

the ¡nter¡or of the SNR was well descr¡bed by either a single NEI model with a high

temperature (kT > 15 keV) or a two-component NEI plus power law model with a flat

photon index (kT - 1.5 kevand I - l.l).

The study of these two systems demonstrates the power of spatially resolved X-ray

spectroscopy in finding new PSR/SNR associations and in resolv¡ng the thermal and

nonthermal emission associated with SNRs, pulsars and their nebulae.
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Motivation

The study of supernova explosions ând supernova remnants (SNRs) helps us in

understanding the chemical evolution of the universe. They aid both in the production of

elements dur¡ng the explosion, and their dispersion ¡nto the interstellar medium (lSM).

Therefore, they also represent the princ¡pal contributor to the chemical evolution of galaxies.

A type ll supernova explosion is the energetic explosive event that occurs at the end of a

mass¡ve star's life. The stellar core collapses due to gravity and blows off its outer layers,

releasing a kinematic energy of -105t ergs which energizes the surrounding lSM. The

explosion sends â shock wave that expands through the ISM and the ejected material

during the event (ejecta). At the boundary between the ISM and ejecta' both a forward and

reverse shocks are produced. Thus, two nested shock-wave shells appear, both expanding

with time and creating an observable supernova remnant. These relics of the explosion last

for a long time and can be observed at various wavetengths, such as radio, optical and X-

rays. Another mechanism that can produce a supernova explosion is the disruption of a

white dwarf star in a binary system (a type la supernova explosion). However, this thesis will

only deal with those explosions that leave behind a collapsed core and a SNR.

One of the possible outcomes of a type ll explosion is a high density, rapidly rotating

neutron star, which may manifest itself as a pu¡sar (PSR) directly or through its interaction

with its surroundings. As the neutron star rotates, it loses energy as it slows down and forms

a relativ¡stic hot bubble around the pulsar referred to as a pulsar wind nebula (PWN' see

Section 2.3) that manifests itself through synchrotron radiation from radio to X-ray energies.

x



This thesis deals with the studies of hvo galactic supernova remnants at X+ay

wavelengths, G292.O+1.8 and G292.2-0.5. Spectral and spatial data obtained with the

Chandra X-ray Obseruatory are used to carry out this analysis. The main goal is to study the

properties of the remnants (and their associated neutron stars) in X-rays and to derive their

basic physical parameters. Chapter 1 is an overview of SNRs, their classification and

evolution. Chapter 2 presents a summary of the fundamental pulsar and PWNe

character¡st¡cs. Chapter 3 reviews the dominant emission mechanisms of these objects at X-

ray wavelengths and the physical propert¡es that can be der¡ved from them. Chapter 4

consists of an overview of the capabilit¡es offered by Chandra and a review of the data

reduction issues taken into account for this thesis. ChapteÍs 5 and 6 present the analysis

and results obtained for G292.0+1.8 and G292.2-0.5, respectively. Finally, Chapter 7

presents the conclus¡ons drawn for this work.

xlll



Chapter I

Review of Supernova Remnants

1.1 Classification of Supernova Remnants

Supernova remnants (SNRs) can be observed from radio to X-ray frequencies. Their

classification is based on their morphology and they are divided into "shells", "plerions" and

"composites". Green (2001) catalogues 231 Galactic SNRs, of which 153 are shells, I are

plerions, 18 are composites and 52 are unclassified.

1.1.1 Shell-type remnants

Shell-type remnants are characterized by their limb-brightened morphology in the radio and

X-rays. The morphology of these objects ¡s a roughly spherical shell. Typical examples

include Cassiopeia A (G111.7-2.1), Tycho's remnant (G120.1+1.4) and Kepler (G4.5+6.8)

Figure 1.1 shows the Chandra high-resolution X-ray image of the SNR Cassiopeia A.



Figure 1.1: X-ray image of shell-type remnant Cassiopeia A. Credit: NASNCXC/SAO. Ava¡lable at

http://c h an d ra. h aN a rd. edu/ph oto/0237rt n d ex' h t ml

At radio wavelengths, the emission from shell remnants is polarized, with a nonthermal

spectrum that can be characterized by a single power law, spectral flux density S,, oc v-"

w¡th a spectra index of a, over several orders of magnitude (see Section 3.4). The power

law spectral index var¡es from ø -0.6 for young remnants, to a -0.5 for the older ones. This

nonthermal em¡ssion is due to synchrotron radiation from relat¡vistic electrons gyrating

around the magnelic f¡eld lines in the shells of the SNRs.

At X-ray wavelengths there is a strong thermal component. This emission arises from

optically{hin plasma heated by the forward and reverse shock waves to temperatures of

-1 06-l OB K. The radiation mechanisms responsible for this emission are thermal

bremsstrahlung and line emission (see Section 3.3). The emitting material can be both



material ejected from the progenitor star and the swept-up interstellar gas. ln young

remnants (< 104 yrs), the emission is predominantly from shock-heated supernova ejecta. ln

older remnants, the temperature of the gas decreases and makes them harder to detect at

X-ray wavelengths.

Recently, nonthermal X-ray emission has also been detected in shelFtype remnants,

being well described by a power law spectrum with photon index f -2-3 (see Section 3.4).

Examples include SN1006 (Koyama et al. 1995, Tanimori 1998) and G347.3-0.5 (Slane et

al. 1999). This has provided evidence for particle acceleration up to energies of <100 TeV

by a strong shock wave.

1 .l.2 Plerionic-type remnants

A "plerion" is a centrally-filled remnant, also called "Crab-like" since the emission arises

mostly from the cenkal nebula associated with the neutron star, as in the Crab nebula. The

pulsar converts a significant fraction of its spindown energy into a pulsar wind, believed to

be relativislic with a Lorentz factor of -105-106. The kinetic energy of this wind is converted

into relativistic hot plasma at a termination shock (see Section 2.3). This produces the

nonthermal emission characteristic of a plerion in the form of a pulsar w¡nd nebula (PWN).

At radio and X-ray frequencies, the emission is due to synchrotron radìation from electrons

supplied by the neutron star or ¡ts PWN, not the remnant itself. The spectrum is described by

a power law, with a flat index of ø -0-0.3 at radio energies, steepening to ø -0.5-1 5 in X-

rays. Figure 1.2 shows an image of the Crab nebula, the classical model for this SNR type



Figure 1.2: A combined image of the Crab Nebula show¡ng X-rays in blue, optical in green, and radio

in red colors. Cred¡ts: X-ray: NASNCXC/ASU/J. Hester et al.; Optical: NASNHST/ASU/J Hester et

at.: Radio: VwNRAO. Available at hftpt/chandra.haNard.edu/photo/200a0052Jnore html.

ln general, pulsars are believed to have a proper mot¡on with respect to the original s¡te of

the supernova explosion. ln turn, ihey w¡ll not always be located at the center of the SNR or

at the br¡ghtest part of the SNR. At radio wavelengths, due to the large synchrotron ¡ifetime

of the electrons, the region where the pulsar deposited most of its rotational energy will still

have the largest surface brightness. However, at X-ray wavelengths, the synchrotron lifetime

is shorter and the br¡ghtest spot will mark the current position of the pulsar. Therefore,

observations of plerÌons give an indication of the location of the pulsar's position in the SNR'

even when the pulsar itself has not been detected.



1.1.3 Compos¡te remnants

In composite remnants both the shell and the pler¡on are present. The study of composite

remnants is of interest since both the compact object and the ejected material from the

supernova explosion can be studied independently. This thesis w¡ll concentrate on high

resolution, X-ray studies of two young remnants of this type, G292.0+1.8 and G292'2-0.5.

Figure 1 .3 shows the X-ray image of the compos¡te remnant G292.0+1.8, where the

emiss¡on from the SNR is constrained to red and green colors while the emission from the

pulsar and its PWN is shown in blue (see Section 5.3).

Figure 1.3: O.ï10.0 kev X-ray image of compos¡te remnant G292.0+1.8 (MSH 11'54) obtained w¡th

the Chandra Obsevatory.

1.2 Evolution of SNRs

The evolution SNRs is generally divided ¡nto four phases: free expansion phase, adiabatic



(or Sedov) phase, radiative phase and disappearance phase Woltjer 1972). For simplic¡ty, it

is assumed that the evolution occurs in a uniform lSM. ln the follow¡ng, the evolut¡on of the

overall SNR is considered; the evolution of a PWN (if one is present, which in turn influences

the SNR's clâssificat¡on) is discussed in detail by van der Swaluw (2003) and van der

Swaluw et al. (2001).

1.2.'l Free expansion phase

The supernova explosion generates a shock wave that f¡rst propagates through the outer

layers of the progenitor star. The free expansion phase starts when this shock wave reaches

the edge of the atmosphere of the star. The ejecta then expand rapidly and sweep up the

ambient lSM. Since the X-ray emission in this stage is dom¡nated by ejecta, X-ray spectra at

this stage give us information on the chemical composition of heavy elements produced

during the supernova explosion. ln this expanding stage, almosl all the mechanical energy

of the SNR ¡s converted into kinetic energy. Since the mass from the ejecta is still much

larger than the swept-up mass from the lSM, the result is an almost constant expansion

vetocity determined by the initial kinetic energy, Eo. The expansion then proceeds

according to

(1 1)

where R",,, and D",,. are the SNR's radius and expansion velocity, respectively, / is the age

EI
R",,, =u,,,,t t ,* " lñ



of the remnant and M "j 
is the mass of the ejecta. Figure I .4 shows an example of a

remnant in th¡s stage: an extremely young (-40 yrs-old) SNR detected in the starburst

galaxy M82 (Pedlar et al. 2000).

F¡gure 1.4: A young SNR in the free expans¡on phase in the galaxy M82. Adapted from

http ://antw rp. g sf c. n as a. gov/a p o d/a p99 1 2 1 6. h t m l.

1.2.2 Adiabatic (Sedov) stage

The transition to the adiabatic stage occurs when the mass of the swept-up material

exceeds -10 times the mass of the ejecta, M",. Energy losses due to radiation are still

negligible compared to the original explosion energy, .Eo, and the remnant expands

adiabat¡câlly. ln the transition to this stage, the blast wave gradually decelerates and causes



another shock wave to propagate inward through ejecta, called the reverse shock, which

heats the interior of the remnant (McKee 1974). An example of a SNR in this stage is Cas A

(see Figure 1 .1).

ln this adiabat¡c stage, the evolution of the SNR can be approximately described as that of

a shock wave generated by a point explosion propagating in a uniform medium. ln the case

of an ideal gas, the shock wave is descr¡bed by differential equations describing the

conservation of mass, momentum and energy. This phase is also called the Sedov phase

after L. l. Sedov, who in 1959 showed that the conservation equations can be simplified by

making the assumption of a similaity solution, where fluid quantities depend on three

independent variables: the age of the remnant, /, initial explosion energy, Eo and the

ambient density, po. The similarity variable, f , combines these parameters in the following

dimensionless expression:

(1 2)

Setting the outer blast wave at a specific value, q = €o , llÊ radius and expânsion velocity ot

the SNR are given by

'=,(#)"'

dR,,,,(t) 2 R,,,,
I) =-=-- dt 5t

/ -\l/5

R.". = 4"1!t:l
\Po )

(1.3)

(1.4)



where 60 can be determined from energy conservation. One then finds that 4o o 1.1516 for

an ideal monatomic gas w¡th specific-heat 'alio y(= C p /Cn) = 513 (Sedov 1959).

1.2.3 Radiative phase

The Sedov solution is a quite accurate approximation as long as cooling due to radiation

losses can be neglected and the total energy is conserved. A transition takes place when

radiat¡on losses become important in the shell of the swept-up material and the temperature

behind the shock drops to -106 K. The expansion of the remnant is no longer adiabatic.

Since the pressure in the outer shell becomes lower as the temperature decreases, the

swept-up mass collapses into a thin, dense layer and cools rapidly. However, the interior of

the SNR still expands adiabatically. Thus, the shell expands by the pressure of the interior

gas with PIl/= constant, where P and V are the mean pressure and volume of the interior

gas, respectively , and y(= C p I C, ) is the specific-heat ratio. With P æ u!,,, , V æ R!,, , and

y = 5 /3 , the SNR expands as

R,,,, æ t2t7 (r.5)

This stage is also called the "pressure-dr¡ven snowplow phase" since the interior pressure

pushes the thin shell through the lSM, as a snowplow would (McKee & Oskiker 1977). The

next stage marks the beginning of the end of the SNR when the pressure in the interior

becomes comparable to the pressure of the ISM as the interior cools. There will be no force

acting on the shell of the SNR, so momentum is conserved. Thus, this stage is also called



the "momentum-conserving snowplow stage". The shock

interstellar gas w¡th the equation, M,u,,,,= constant, where

With M" oc A;,., this becomes

continues to sweep up the

M, is the mass of the shell.

R,,,, æ ttta (1.6)

Figure 1.5 shows the X-ray image obtained with the Ernsfeln observatory of the Cygnus

Loop, an example of a SNR where certain reg¡ons exhibit signs of having entered the

radiative phase (Blondin et al. 1998).

F¡gure 1.5: E¡nste¡n X-ray image of the Cygnus Loop S/VR. Adapted from

http t/www. se d s. org/p u brt m ag e s/de e ps p ace/e i n ste ¡ n-cyg n u s-l o o p. g ¡f

1.2.4 D¡sappearance phase

After the shock velocity drops to the sound speed of the lSM, the shock wave disappears

10



ând the expansion velocity is comparable to the random motion of the lSM. The remnant

becomes fainter and indistinguishable from the surrounding medium, merging into the ISM

and leaving behind a cavity with higher temperature than the surroundings. The event of

merging has been est¡mated to take place -750,000 years after the supernova explosion

(Cioffi '1990).



Ghapter 2

Review of Pulsars and Pulsar Wind Nebulae

2.1 lntroduction

One of the main purposes of this thesis is to study the X-ray properties of the pulsars

assoc¡ated with the hvo Galactic SNRs G292.0+1.8 and G292.2-0.5. Thus, three essential

pulsar quantities are derived below: the spindown luminosity, magnetic field strength and the

châracteristic age, all as a function of the pulsar's period, P, and period derivative, Þ, two

of the most basic pulsar characteristics. Observations of pulsars at high energies are also

discussed, as well as the basic characteristics of pulsar wind nebulae.

2,2 Pulsar Characteristics

2.2.1 Spindown luminosity

The total energy of a system is one of its most fundamental properties. ln the case of

"ordinary" radio pufsars, rotat¡onal kinetic energy is thought to be the source of the observed

pulsed radiation as well as the power source that drives the possible synchrotron nebula

surrounding it. These are referred to as rotation-powered pulsars. Taking the der¡vative with

respect to time of the kinetic energy, E, of a rotating body with moment of inertia, 1 , and

rotation frequency, O,

12



frø=ft()'"') (2.1)

and expressing in terms of the per¡od, P, and period derivative, P,

(2.2)

the expression for lhe spin-down luminosi\, E, then becomes

D

ii = -4o' I L
P'

(Canoll & Ostlie 1996). For typical neutron star parameters (radius of 10 km and mass of

1.4Mo) and assuming that the neutron star is a rigid sphere, the moment of ¡nertia is

I =l}at g cm' .

2.2.2 Magnetic field strength

Rotation-powered pulsars have been observed to spin-down, that is, their spin period P

increases and thus they have a positive period der¡vat¡ve, Þ. fn¡s is thought to be a result

of magnetic dipole braking. This phenomenon gives rise to the same radiation that results

from a rotating magnetic dipole. From classical electrodynamics, the power, P,, radiated

from a magnet¡c dipole, ñ , is given by

,=r,(å) 
' 
þ=."(#)

(2.3)



n=#lìù'l

A neutron star with surface dipole field strength, B, and radius, -R, has an associated

magnetic dipole moment lAl= Ant .lf the magnetic and rotation axis are separated by an

angle d , equation (2.4) becomes

(2.4)

282 R6Qa sin2 aD -_ .3tc
(2 5)

Equating this with equat¡on (2.3) Íot E and assuming that sin ø = I (for maximum amount

of braking and lower limit on B) the surface magnetic dipole field is given by (Manchester &

Taylor 1977),

a=(3,Icr'!'rÞ\''' =3.2*1g,n(pþ),,, G (26)
[ 8a',Ro )

2.2.3 Characteristic age

The age of a pulsar, r , can be estimated by starting with the assumption that it slows down

at a rate that is proportional to the rotation frequency, raised to the power n, called the

brak¡ng ¡ndex, as follows

O = -Àf)" (2.7)

After taking an additional derivative w¡th respect to time, the braking index is given by



Now, integrating Equation (2.7) gives

oo
a'

da 
= -tt¿"

dt

(2.8)

(2.s)

(2.10)

- .. rO
o(-,+r) |_t = _ kt'l
(-r + 1) In" rr'=o

o" Iet-'-'r - ol;^" )T=----:-l-lo[ -n+7 )

f . - '-l,= | ll'-fåì" I

(n-r) Pl \P ) l

Furthermore, if the pulsar slows down due to magnetic dipole braking, the above

equations for È and .B can be used to show that Ö 
"c 

f)3, or that the braking index in this

case is ¡r = 3. ln most cases, it is assumed that P >> Po and equation (2.9) reduces to the

ch aracte ristic age expression

P
,2P

(Manchester & Taylor 1977). This can then be used as an approximation for the age of the

pulsar.



2.2,4 High energy observations

X-ray observations of rotation-powered pulsars provide a powerful diagnostic tool to study

their energetics and emission mechanisms. Although they have traditionally been more

easily studied at radio wavelengths, only a smaìl fraction (-1 Or-10-5) of the spindown

luminosity, li, is reteased as radio pulsations. lt is believed that a sign¡ficant fraction of the

spin-down power emerges as a relativistic wind of particles and magnetic fields. When this

w¡nd is confined by the surrounding medium, an observable synchrotron nebula or pulsar

wind nebula (PWN) is produced. ln X-rays, the PWN detected around the Crab pulsar

provides the prototype for this phenomenon (see Figure 2.1). Studies of the morphology and

spectrum of PWNe are important in determining the content and energy spectrum of the

wind, probing the conditions of the ambient medium (SNR or ISM) and understanding the

shock acceleration mechanism (e.9. Gaensler et al.2002, Helfand et al. 2001).

Figure 2.1: 0.3-3.0 keV X-ray ¡mage of the PWN surround¡ng the Crab pulsar obta¡ned with the

Chandra ObseMatory. Credit: NASNCXC/SAO/Hâ9I91 et al. Ava¡lable at http://chandra.harvard.edu/

p hoto/z 0 040 0 52/m o re. h t ml
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X-ray observations of pulsars are also important in searching for the remnant of the

supernova explosion if one is not known previously. Studies of the remnants are useful for

numerous reasons, including measurement of the elemental abundances of the progen¡tor

star and determining the shock condit¡ons in the SNR through spectral analysis. ln addition,

assoc¡ations between SNRS and pulsars can provide independent measurements for the

distance and age of the system.

2.3 PWN character¡sfics

Our basic understanding of "Crab-like" PWNe arises from the model presented by Rees and

cunn ('1974) and extended by Kennel and Coroniti (1984a, b). ln this model, a relativistic

wind is injected from the pulsar into its sulround¡ngs. The confinement of the wind by the

ejecta, the swept-up interstellar material, or the ram pressure of a fast moving pulsar creates

a synchrotron bubble referred to as a pulsar wind nebula or plerion. A schematic of the PWN

sunounding the Crab pulsar is shown in Figwe 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the Crab pulsar and its PWN, w¡th rs and rn representing the shock

radius and overall nebular radius, respectively (see below).

The pulsar wind, driven by the spindown energy, is terminated at a wind terminat¡on

shock. Considering a constant mass injection, U , øy te pulsar wind, the density in the

pulsar wind region, p,.. , is given by mass conservation:

M
4m"u,,,

(2.11)

Here, the velocity of the pulsar w¡nd is noted by ¿r,,.. Multiplying and dividing by a factor of

u,,, gives the following expression for the shock radius, r, :

)"'
(2.12), =( 

ù'-=
' l4rP,,ui,
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This equat¡on is non-relat¡v¡stic. Since the pulsar wind is relativ¡stic (Lorentz bulk factor of

105-106) the above expression is converted by taking the limit u,,, + c and multiplying the

energy and momentum by a factor of c to approximate them to their associated relativistic

counterparts, giv¡ng

(2.13)

where 1,, is the pressure of the wind. The shock radius also marks the site at which the

wind's ram pressure balances the total magnetic and particle pressure within the bulk of the

nebular volume. Assuming equipartition betvveen the particles and magnet¡c fields, the total

nebular pressure is then given by

( È l"'( È\"'t =l- | =l-l'' 
l+rp,,u',c ) l+zr,,.c )

,B:

where 8,, is the nebular magnetic field. Then, equating

est¡mates of the PWN characteristics (see Section 5.5.3).

(2.14)

P, = P,, can provide additional

ln addition, the pulsar wind is further characterized by its magnetizat¡on parâmeter, o,

representing the ratio of electromagnetic flux, uB2 /4n, to particle energy flux, nuymc' .

Here, n is the particle density and ymc2 is the energy per particle, where

y = I / [<u I "f is the Lorentz factor. The magnet¡zation parameter determines the

efficiency of converting the energy contained by the pulsar wind into observable synchrotron

radiation.
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An estimation of the magnetization parameter can be made as follows (Kennel & Coroniti

'1984a): we first take into account that conservation of magnetic flux requires that the

strength of the field accumulated in the nebula increases linearly with radius (B oc r) until

the magnetic and particle pressures become comparable at the shock radius, r,. ln addition,

the hydrodynamic particle flow is subsonic and must be nearly isobaric, its flow speed will

then increase as 12 with increasing radius (u cc r2 ) until it matches the expansion velocity

of the nebula at 4,, the nebular radius. We can then make the approximation

""h)' (2.15)

Equation (2.15) applies for low values of the magnetization parameter (o<<1), or

equivalently, for cases where the wind is particle- (as opposed to f¡eld-) dominated and a

significant part of the wind luminosity is converted into synchrotron radiation (Kennel &

Coroniti 1984a,b). For large values of the magnetizat¡on parameter (d>>1), it can be shown

that o: 36rP,,y,,1 Bl (Kennel & Coroniti 1984a), where -(,, y,, and 8,, are the nebular

pressure, Lorentz factor and magnetic field, respectively.
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Ghapter 3

X-ray Radiation Mechanisms

3.1 lntroduction

Supernova remnants produce intense radio and X-ray radiation for tens of thousands of

years. ln young remnants, the pulsar and its PWN can dominate the observed emission for

a thousand years or more. At X-ray wavelengths, composite{ype remnants contain thermal

emission arising from shock-heated ejecta and the lSM. ln addition, they contain nonthermal

emission arising from PWNe. When characterizing the emission, the effects of interstellar

absorption must also be taken into account. The following is a review of the main radiation

mechan¡sms that come into play when analyzing the X-ray emission from composite{ype

SNRs.

3.2 Photoelectric absorption

ln ihe photoelectric absorpt¡on process, an atom absorbs a photon and an electron is

emitted. The energy of the emitted electron is given by the incident photon energy minus its

binding energy. Since the X-ray photon is removed from the primary X-ray beam, this

process contributes to the attenuation of the beam as shown schematically in Figure 3.1 .
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F¡gure 3.1: Schematic showing the absorpt¡on of soft X-ray photons by the ISM and its effect on the

detected spectrum.

Column dens¡ty is defined as the number of absorbing atoms per unit area along the line

of sight to the background source that is being absorbed. The fraction ofthe original flux lost

due to absorpt¡on is then given by

dF = -Fnzoz(E)dl (3.1)

wherc nz is the number density of the absorbing element Z, ot(E) is the cross section of

element Z at energy E , and dl ¡s the optical path length over which absorption takes place.

lntegrating over the path length gives the follow¡ng expression for the observed source flux,

F , in the presence of photoelectric absorption

F = P 
"-"1Ð 

!'za (s.2)

The spectral analysis in this thesis takes into âccount the effects of interstellar absorption

due to Hydrogen, w¡th the Hydrogen column density g¡ven by (Gorenstein 1977),
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N, = lnrdt cm-2 (3.3)

3.3 Thermal em¡ss¡on

The assumptions made when studying the thermal plasma in SNRs are that it represents: a)

an optically{hin plasma in which collisional processes take place, b) a plasma with low

density (-1 cm-3) and high temperature (-106-108 K), and c) a plasma that has been heated

instantaneously by the shock wave to a high temperature. Thermal contr¡butions to the

emission from SNRs a¡'ise mainly from gas in the ISM heated by the shock wave and from

ejecta heated by the reverse shock. This thermal emission consists of both continuum and

emission lines. Spectral analysis of this emission at X-ray wavelengths provides important

physical parameters:

The presence of emission lines allows for the determination of the plasma's chemical

composition and the lines' relative strengths give a measure of their elemental

abundances

The energy shift of an emission line from its equilibrium value gives the degree of

ionization of the plasma, and

A measurement of the continuum emission allows for an estimate of the temperature

of the plasma.
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ln addition, the emission from young SNRs in the Sedov phase can be used to estimate

some of the remnant's basic physical parameters (see Section 3.3.2).

ln optically-thin plasma, as is the case here, ionization processes such as collisional

ionization dominate the product¡on of thermal line emission. Especially in young SNRs,

nonequilibrium ionization plays an important roie and the thermal continuum emission arises

mainly from lhermal bremsstrahlung. The following is a summary of the above thermal

processes.

3.3.1 Collisional ionization

Collisional ionization is the further ionization of an ion induced by the collision with an

energetic electron (see Figure 3.2). On energetic grounds, it is usually the outermost

electrons that are removed. lonization by electron collisions is important if the gas

temperâture approaches a fraction of the ion¡zation threshold temperature of the most

abundant ions in the gas. Collisional ionization acts as a cooling mechan¡sm since energy is

lost from the electron sea to further ionize an ion.
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F¡gure 3.2: Schematic of collis¡onal ion¡zation.

The equation for this reaction is given by (Mewe 1999)

(2, z) + e- -+ (2, z +1) + e- + e- (3 4)

The coll¡s¡onal ionization 'ate, y".rt., depends on the electron velocity distribution as follows

y-,,.(z,z+l)=C,(2,7")n"=1.,.,o,(u)r"f(u)O'e=(uo,) (35)

where r" is the electron number density, o, is the collisional ionization cross-section and

Cz is the collisional ionization rate coeff¡cient (in units of cm3 s). C, is typically presented in

tabulated form w¡th the fitting formula

C-(z-T\= A-Tt'z 
exP(-I lkT)

" l+ar(T lTr)
(3.6)

where Tz = I lkT . For examples of C, values, see Arnaud & Rothenflug (1985) and Shull

& van Steenburg (1982).
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ln an optically{hin plasma, the ionization state of the collisional plasma is said to be in

collisional ionizat¡on equilibrium (ClE) if the atoms are ionized just to what would be

expected from the plasma temperature, and thus, the ionization rate and recombination rate

are balanced. The plasma is undeionized (ionizing) if the atoms are less ionized and the

ionization rate exceeds the recombination rate. This state has been observed in X+ay

spectra of young SNRs (see below). The plasma is overionized (recombining) if the atoms

are more highly ionized than would be expected if the plasma were in CIE and the

recombination rate exceeds the ion¡zation rate. This state has not been observed in X-ray

specka of SNRS.

lf we define an "ionization temperature", kT", which represents the degree of ionization,

when the atoms are ionized to what is expected in a CIE plasma with an electron

temperâture oÍ kT! , we have kT, = kT! . fhe ionization state of the plasma is then

expressed by the relation between kT" and kT". ln this way, kT" = kT" means ionization

equilibrium, kT, < kT" means underionized, and kT, > kT" means overionized.

3.3.2 Nonequil¡brium ionizat¡on

The plasma in young SNRs is expected to be in nonequilibrium ¡on¡zat¡on (NEl) since the

characteristic timescale for the electron temperature to be equal to the ion temperature ¡s

-7.5xl}tt not¡r, (in units of t 
",n-t¡ 

in the case of a blast wave in the Sedov solution (see

below), where ro is the Hydrogen ambient dens¡ty (in cm-3) and f¡, is the age of the SNR in

¿o



units of 1 ,000 yrs (Masai 1994).

The collisional ionization rate equation for the element of atomic numbet Z can be written

(Liedahl 1 999), where n, and n" arc the number densities of the ions with charge z and the

number density of electrons, respectively. ln addit¡on, ,S, represents the ionization rate

coefficient of an ion from charge z to z +1, and a, is the recombination rate coefficient of

an ion of charge z to and z-1. ln the equilibrium condition, we have dn,ld(n,t)=0.The

ionization timescale, r, can be independently estimated from the zero-th order

approximation to be (Masai 1994),

'î = n"t *f,G,* o, ¡-' - [(s, 
* o, ).,¡",-,¡] *10'2 s cm-3

(3.7)

(3 8)

wnere (S, + a" ),r¡r,_",¡ means the value of the element that gives the minimum difference

between S" and a" (i.e. equilibr¡um between ionization and recombination). Thus, in these

models the plasma is characterized by the electron temperature, kT", and the ionization

timescale, r=¡¡"/.

The NEI condition of the plasma tells us how the SNR has evolved by comparing Æf to

k?] , since kT, gradually approaches kT" on a remarkably long timescale of 1012-13 s (-1Oa-
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10s yrs). As the plasma approaches ionization equilibrium, two main effects are detected

(Kaastra and Bleeker 199'l): first, elements with higher atomic number become ionized at

latertimes, creating a general shift of line complexes from low to high energies. Second, the

etfect¡ve line centroid for each element gradually shifts due to increas¡ng ionization stages

Thus, we can obtain information on the degree of ionization of the plasma from the

measured location of the line energies compared to what would be expected from the

electron temperature (see Section 3.3.3). As well, at ionization parameters larger than

n"t -10t2 s cm-t , no significant l¡ne energy shift from that of CIE is found for a wide range of

electron temperatures and atomic numbers (Masai 1994). Figure 3.3 shows simulated X-ray

spectra of NEI pìasma models with difierent ionization timescales as would be detected with

the Chandra observatory. For example, at low ¡onization timescales (n"t -1010 crz-r s) the Fe-

L emission at -1 .1 kev dominates over the Fe-K emission at -6.4 keV. The opposite is

observed at high ionization timescales (n"t -10t2 s crn-t ¡, where no change from ionization

equilibrium is seen.
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F¡gure 3.3: X-ray spectra w¡th different ionization f¡mesca/es convolved w¡th the Chandra ACIS

response (see Chapter 4). The electron temperature is 1 kev in all panels and ionization timescales

are 1x1010, 1x1011 and 1x1012 cm'3 s, teft to right. Abundances of all elements were f¡xed to their solar

values (Anders and Grevesse lggg) and the column dens¡ty of interstellar absorption, Nx, is 5x1d1

cm''.

Furthermore, as shown by Hamilton, Sarazin and Chevalier (1983), the shape of the X-ray

spectra for SNRs in the Sedov stage (see Section 1.2.2) is determined by just two

parameters instead of three. They show that the shock temperature { and the collisional

parameter 4 = nzo E can be used to describe the state of the plasma. The latter parameter is

independent of time and can be regarded as characterizing the rate at which the plasma

relaxes toward equ¡librium, equivalent to n"t aboue. Physical SNR parameters that can be

derived using T" , q , and the basic Sedov expansion law given by equation (l .3) are:
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(3.10)

(3. 1 1)

(3.12)

(3.13)

Here, u" is the shock velocity, Í0 is the pre-shock Hydrogen density, / is the age of the

remnant, t is the supernova explosion energy, r', is the shock radius, and M, the swep!

up mass of the lSM. A mean molecular we¡ght of /.t = 0.63nt p and a total number to

hydrogen density ratio of 2.34 were used to der¡ve these equations.

Therefore, fitting a Sedov model to the thermal emission from the SNR g¡ves values for {

and not(= n"t 14.8), which together with one extra parameter (such as r" from image

analysis) can g¡ve a complete set of Sedov parameters for the remnant. This model has

been used in this thesis when estimating the parameters fol G292.0+1.8 (see Section 5.5.2).



3.3.3 Thermal bremsstrahlung

Bremsstrahlung, or braking radiation, results from the acceleration of electrons in Coulomb

collisions w¡th other electrons or with ions and nuclei. The most common situation is the

emission from a hot gas as the electrons collide with nuclei due to their random thermal

motions. This is called 'thermal bremsstrahlung' or'free-free' emission and represents one of

the main processes responsible for continuum thermal emission from SNRs. Thermal

bremsstrahlung, also called free-free emission, produces a characteristic spectrum. The

distribution of photon energies produced by bremsstrahlung reflects the electron ene¡gy

distribution, and has an average that is proportional to temperature. Thus, a measurement

of the spectrum can be used to determine the temperature of the gas.

The shape of the thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum is given by a total continuum emission

per unit frequency, volume, and time as follows

(3.14)

wherc m is the electron mass, 7 the plasma temperature, r" the electron density, ,?, the

ion density, Ze lhe ion charge and E ¡Q,v) is the velocity-averaged Gaunt factor. ln cgs

units, the above flux is then given by

= 6.8x10.-387-tt2 Z'n"n,eu'''r' g o7T,v) erg s-' ctrt-t Hr'| (3.15)

(Rybicki and Lightman 1979). Thus, the only dependence of the bremsstrahlung spectrum

on frequency ¡s through e-h'tkr and E¡Q,v). For energies in the range hv/kT -104-1,

¡¡ dlf Q,o) 2t ze6

" dadVdt 3nc"
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e-h'tkr -1-2.7 and g o(T,v) -1-5. For high energies, hvlkT >> l, the exponential term

dominates and cuts off the spectrum close to the Iimit v",,,, which is related to the interaction

time between the electron and the ion. Therefore, the bremsstrahlung spectrum is nearly a

constant for a given gas temperature and it allows us to estimate the temperature of

astrophysical objects. Figure 3.4 shows a modeled bremsstrahlung spectrum (left) and a

simulated one as would be detected wilh Chandra. The specific shape of the simulated

Chandra spectrum is affected by instrumental effects. As discussed in Section 3.2,

interstellar absorption plays an important role at low energies.

I

Log(v lw*)

N..- 0 cm 2

t absorbed, NH=5xl02lcm2

I

3

Figure 3.4: Flat spectrum produced ¡n the bremsstrahlung process (left). Simulated bremsstrahlung X-

ray spectrum for a gas at a temperature of 1 kev as measured with Chandra, both an unabsorbed

(cotumn dens¡ty of 0 cm'2 ) and absorbed (5x1 d1 cm-'z) spectra are shown (r¡ght).
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3.4 Nonthermalemission

Nonthermal emission from SNRs arises from synchrotron rad¡ation of highly energetic

particles accelerated at the shock front of the supernova blast wave or a confined pulsar

wind.

Synchrotron radiation

A relativistic electron moving at a velocity, u, in the presence of a mâgnetic field of strength,

.8, moves in a helical path around the field line, and consequently emits synchrotron

radiation. For plerions, the powering pulsar is thought to provide the relat¡vistic electrons and

magnetic field. For shell{ype SNRs, the electrons and fields originate from the shocked lSM.

For a homogeneous and isotropic ensemble of electrons producing nonthermal

synchrotron radiation, the energy density distribution, z(7), has a power law form

n(Y)dY = noY-t ¿,

The ensemble spectrum will then be given by

(Rybickf and Lightman '1979), where o, =\tea /3nt2ca

U ¡ = B' /9tt is the energy density of the B -field and

frequency.

(3. r 6)

(3.17)

is the Thompson cross section,

v, is the non-relativ¡stic Larmor

/ \ -l r-!)/2

n=?"",r,!t'1" l5 vL\vL)
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Therefore, a power law electron energy distribution with photon index, f , will produce a

power law spectrum with spectral index of - (l - l) /2. Figure 3.5 shows the single electron

and integrated synchrotron spectrum (left) as well as a simulated one as detected with

Chandra (right).

unabsotbed, NH- O cm 2

-_ -j absorbed, N"=srlo'?Lrn2

F¡gure 3.5: The power law spectrum of synchrotron radiation (left) and a synchrotron spectrum with

photon ¡ndex I =2 as detected w¡th Chandra (r¡ght).

3.5 Summary

Supernova remnants and pulsars offer a w¡de range of observational studies. Spatial studies

of these objects allow for the determinâtion of their morphology and subsequent

classif¡cat¡on, as well as the abil¡ty to resolve their d¡fferent components: forward shock,

ejecta-dominated regions, pulsar and PWN. Speckal studies are useful in the determination

of the emission mechanism and subsequent properties of the emitting material, such as:
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temperature, chemical composition, elemental abundances, ionization state, spectral index,

etc. This thesis deals with the high-resolution, high-sensitiv¡ty X-ray studies of two composite

Galactic supernova remnants, G292.0+1.8 and G292.2-0.5. The X-ray analysis of these

objects allows us to study their plerionic emission, their underlying engines, and the

properties of the ambient medium in which they are expanding and with which they are

interacting.



Chapter 4

The Ghandra X-ray Observatory

4.1 Historical Overview of X-ray Telescopes and their lnstruments

The progress in our understanding of the properties of pulsars and SNRs at X-ray

wavelengths has been shaped by the evolution of the telescopes used to observe them. The

first X-rays of cosmic origin were detected in 1949, when radiation detectors aboard rockets

were carried above the atmosphere and detected X-rays coming from the Sun. More than a

decade later, improved detectors discovered X-rays coming from sources beyond the solar

system when NASA launched lhe Uhuru X-ray Satellite in the early 1970's. Over the next

three decades, advances in X-ray astronomy were possible with the launch of the Elnsfen,

ROSAI ASCA and Chandn observatories, among others. Iable 4.1 summarizes the main

properties of these telescopes. The technical information presented throughout this chapter

was compiled froml e Chandra X-ray Center (CXC, http:ücxc.harvard.edu/)

Spatial Energy Area at FovResotutton YlS-" 1k"y (arcmtn)(arcsec) (kev) (cm')

Spectral
Resolution llmlng

(rttn) Resolution

ch,,d. 133=3.1 o.r-ro.o Boo ^Ëiåïåil, Acrs = 2o-so HRc = 16 4'
8x48ls.t ACjS = 3.2 sec

313=33 o,s-12.0 sso
GIS = 50 GIS = 1-15 GIS = ô3 ms
SIS = 22 SIS = 9-40 SIS = 2, 4, 8 sec

RosÁr ,SFå:1, 0.1-2.4 4oo J3Ft1t3, pspc = 1-4 #:-=i fl"
IPC = 75 HRÇ = 0.G-1 IPU = 63 ms
HRc = 25 FPCS= 100-1000 HRC=8ms

Table 4.1: Characterist¡cs of d¡fferent X-ray satellites. Credit: HEASARC (http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov
/docs/corp/obsevatories.html). See 'Abbrev¡at¡ons' section at the end of the manuscript for acronyms.
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NASA'S Elnsfe,n Observatory, launched in 1978, was the first large X-ray telescope with

mirrors. The Roentgensatellit (ROSAI), a joint satellite project between Germany, the

United Kingdom and the United States, carried an even larger X-ray telescope thaî E¡nste¡n

into orbit in 1990. The ASCA satellite was launched in 1993 and was the first X-ray

astronomy telescope that employed CCD cameras in addition to having a significant

effect¡ve area above 2 kev. However, the capabilities offered by the use of CCDs aboard

ASCA were not fully explored due to the uncertainties in the calibration and response of the

mirrors. Therefore, the launch of NASA's Chandm X-ray ObseNato4l and ¡ts CCD cameras

marked the next leap in X-ray astronomy in making full use of the capabilities offered by

these instruments.
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Figure 4.1: Major components of the Chandra X+ay ObseNatory. Cred¡t: CXC/RTW. Available at

http t/ch and ra. h a N a rd. e d u/resou rces/i I I u strat¡o n s/a ¡t-¡ u s1 . ht m L
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4,2 The Chandra X-ray Observatory

4.2.1 Overview

fhe Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO, formerly the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility

[AXAF]) was launched by the Space Shuttle Columbia on July 23, 1999. After an lnertial

Upper Stage boosted the satellite out of a low-earth orbit and separated from the telescope,

Chandra fired its own lntegral Propulsion System several t¡mes to put the telescope in a

highly elliptical orbit. The final orbit has a perigee of l.0x10akm, an apogee of 1.4x105 km

(approximately one-third the distance to the moon) and an orbital period of 64 hr. The

telescope uses a grazing incident optic (the High Resolution Mirror Assembly, or HRMA)

that allows spatial resolution of better than 0.5". Figure 4.1 is a schematic of the main

components that make up lhe Chandra observatory. The capabilities offered by these

mirrors are fully used by ihe CCD detectors coupled with them. The Advanced CCD lmaging

Spectrometer (ACIS) and the High Resolution Camera (HRC) are the two primary focal

plane instruments employed by Chandra. The ACIS detectors have excellent spatial

resolution (one pixel = 0.5"), moderate spectral resolution (E/LE- 20-50 1) and high

detection efficiency (-2O-90Vo) in the 0.2-10 keV band. The HRC is a microchannel plate

with similar characteristics to the HRI cameras in Ernsfern and ROSAI. Boih the HRC and

ACIS have two separate arrays, an imaging array (HRC-I and ACIS-I) intended for wide field

imaging and a spectroscopic anay (HRC-S and ACIS-S) to be used in conjunction w¡th

t Shortly after launch, some of the ACIS detectors suffered radiation damage, degrading their

resolution compared to pre-flight performance. See Section 4.2.2.
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transmission gratings that can be inserted inio the optical path. F¡gure 4.2-Figure 4.4

compare Chandra's spatial resolution, spectral resolution and detection efficiency to that of

Einstein, ROSAT and ASCA. The superior image resolution offered by Chandra and the

excellent overall performance of the ACIS detector can be seen in these plots. ln the

following, a description of the major satellite components is provided, stressing the

capab¡l¡ties offered by ACIS since data from this detector was used for this thesis. A detailed

description of all the components can be found atthe CXC website2.

1 
I''o¡" noai", 1.r"*"fo

Figure 4.2: Comparison of Chandra's spatial resolut¡on w¡th that of Einstein, ROSAT and ASCA.

Einste¡n, ROSAT and ASCA performances measured at 1.49 kev, the Chandra peiormance is

between 0.5-2.0 kev. Adapted fron P¡vovaroff (2000I

2 http://cxc.harvard.edu/
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Figure 4.3: Same as above but show¡ng energy resolution ( E / LE) as a function of energy. Adapted

from Pivov aroff (2000).
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F¡gure 4.4: Same as above but showing quantum eff¡c¡ency (QE) as a functìon of energy illustrating

the detection efficiency of the detectors. Adapted from P¡vovaroff (2000).



4.2.2 Advanced CCD lmagíng Spectrometer

ACIS offers the capability to provide high-resolution images and moderate resolution

spectra. lt consists of ten individual CCDS, each of 1024x1024 pixels, ârranged in two

separate arrays. The engineer¡ng model and schematic view of ACIS at the focal plane are

shown in Figure 4.5. Four of the chips were placed in a 2x2 aïay (ACIS-|) with a 17'x17'

FOV ¡ntended for imaging of extended objects. The other six chips were arranged in a lx6

array (ACIS-S) intended pr¡marily as a read-out detector for the High Energy Transmission

Grating (HETG). However, two of the CCDs in ACIS-S are back-illuminated (see below) and

offer superior low-energy detection efficiency than the rest of the chips. lmaging

observations w¡th moderate spectral resolution using ACIS-S are then common.

The ACIS CCDs, built at MlT, have been optimized for high detect¡on efficiency (0.2-0.9),

superior energy resolution (E/AE-20-50) and good spatial resolution (0.5" when

combined with the HRMA) in the 0.2-12 keV band. ln general, CCDs are a ser¡es of Metal

Oxide Semiconductors (MOS) capacitors packed together for operation as a single array

composed primarily of Silicon. The charge generated through photo-absorptions is collected

in a potential well and is then transferred (clocked) from neighboring capacitors to an

amplifier stage, where the resultant output is converted from an analog to a digital signal by

read-out electronics (see the CXC website for further details).
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ACIS FLIGHT FOCAL PLANE

F¡gure 4.5: Engineer¡ng model (¡nset) and schematic drawing of ACIS, showing þoth the imaging and

spectroscopy arrays. Cred¡t: NASNCXC/SA2. Available at http://cxc.haNard.edu/proposer/Poc/

htmYAClS.html.

Normal¡y, radiation ¡s inc¡dent to the surface of the CCD that has "gates". A "gate"

structure on one surface of the CCD defines the pixel boundar¡es by alternating voltages on

three electrodes spanning a pixel. Thus, photons must first pass through the gate structure

before they can interact in the depleted silicon (the region below the gates where most of

the absorption takes place). These devices are then called fronlilluminated (Fl). At low
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energy (t < 2 kev), the characteristic absorption length of photons is comparable to the

thickness of these structures, reducing the low-energy detection efficiency. One approach

for ¡ncreasing lhe low energy detection efficiency is to reverse the orientation of the device,

such that the radiat¡on does not have to propagate through the gates to interact in the

depleted silicon. A device operated in this fashion is referred to as back illuminated (Bl). ln

turn, Bl chips have lower high energy (E > 5 keV) efficiency, increased non-linear¡ty and

diminished spectral resolut¡on than Fl CCDs. Therefore, the choice of device depends on its

application and the specific scientific objectives of the observation. Two of the chips in the

ACIS-S array are Bl (see Figure 4.5). Originally, the Fl chips on ACIS had spectral

resolution closer to the theoret¡cal limit than did the Bl chips. However, shortly after launch,

their spectral resolution was degraded due to low energy protons encountered during

radiat¡on belt passages and reflecting off the X+ay telescope onto the focal plane. The Bl

CCDS were not impacted since it is far more difficult for low energy protons from the

direction of the HRMA to deposit their energy in the buried channels of the Bl devices. Thus,

the energy resolution for the two Bl devices in ACIS-S remains close to pre-launch values.

ln particular, the performance of the Bi ACIS-S3 chip (see Figure 4.5) is well calibrated,

behaves as expected and was then used for the observations analyzed in this thesis.

Photoelectric absorption of an X-ray in Silicon results ¡n the liberation of a proportional

number of electrons to the incident photon energy (an average of one electron-hole pair for

each 3.7 eV of photon energy absorbed). lmmediately after the photoelectric interaction, the

charge is confined by electric fields to a small volume near the interact¡on site. However,

charge in an Fl device can also be liberated below the depletion region (in an inactive
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substrate) from where it diffuses into the depletion region. This charge may easily appear in

two or mo[e pixels. The CCD'S spectral resolution depends on an accurate determination of

the total charge deposited by a single photon. This in turn depends on the fraction of charge

collected, the fraction of charge lost in lransfer from pixel to pixel during read-out, and the

ability of the readout amplifiers to measure the charge. Spectral resolution also depends on

read noise ând the off-chip analogue processing electronics.

4,3 Chandra Data Processing

The above advantages offered by lhe Chandra observatory can only be fully implemented if

the data obtained from it is carefully processed. lt is possible to analyze any Chandra dala

straight from the pipeline (see below). However, to get scientifically accurate results, there

are a number of data processing questions that should be considered separately for

individual observations.

The calibration files that are required for standard processing and analysis of Chandra

data are stored and indexed in the cal¡bnt¡on database directory (also called "CALDB"). The

data reduction and subsequent analysis of Chandra dala performed for this thesis were

performed with the Chandn lnteractive Analysis of ObseNations (CIAO) v2.2 system. A

detailed descr¡ption of the following issues and the analysis recipes followed during this

thesis can be found at http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/threads/all.html.
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4.3.1 Standard Data Processing

The Chandra X-ray Center (CXC, operated by the Marshall Spaceflight Center) performs

standard data processing (or "pipeline") on all Chandra science data. The processing runs in

several stages or "levels", each of which is built on ihe results of the preceding level. A well-

defined set of data products are made at the end of each level. The processing levels

relevant to this thesis are as follows:

1. Level 0 (L0): processing carr¡ed out by the CXC which takes raw Chandra

spacecraft telemetry and splits it into convenient FITS f¡les. The telemetry is then

divided along the observation boundaries. These products are not used for user-

level analysis.

Level 1 (L1): takes L0 output and applies instrument-dependent correct¡ons, such

as the change in the pointing position of the telescope with time. This processing is

also carried out by the CXC. The L1 outputs have not had anything irreversible

done to the data (e.9. no photon event rejection). These products represent the

starting point for the processing carried out in this thesis.

Level 2 (12): takes L1 outputs and applies standard, but irreversible, corrections

that cause information to be lost and cannot be regained from the L2 products

alone. This processing includes filtering the events file on the good time intervals

(GTls, see Section 4.3.6), cosmic ray rejection, etc. A 'finished" event file is

produced, which is then used to perform the necessary ¡maging and spectral

analysis.

2.

J.
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4.3.2 Charge Transfer lnefficiency

The loss of charge in a CCD as it is shifted from one pixel to the next dur¡ng readout is

known as charge transfer inefficiency (CTl). When X-rays (and cosmic rays) deposit charge

in an ACIS CCD, the charge is read out using one of four sets of read-out electronics. Each

read out is used for a specific 256x1024 pixel subset (node) of the CCD. Since charge is

read out at only one location on a node, the charge at all other locations must be moved to

the read out. Charge ¡s moved both vertically (i.e. in the "parallel" direction) and horizontally

(i.e. in the "serial" direction). The total number of pixels through which charge must be

moved depends on the locat¡on at which charge is deposited on the CCD. As charge is

moved, some may be lost to charge traps that are dishibuted across the detector and cause

CTI io occur.

CTI affects the measured spectral distribution of astrophysical sources in two ways:

1. Since some of the charge is trapped, the amount of charge read out is less than the

amount of charge depos¡ted. This effect causes the measured pulse-height

distribution (see below) for a source to be shifted to lower pulse he¡ghts (i.e. lower

measured energies than originally present in an event).

2. Fol a variety of reasons, CTI causes degradation in the energy resolut¡on of a CCD.

The measured pulse-height distribution of a mono-energetic source (or a line feature)

is then broedened.

These effects are functions of the location in a CCD where an X-ray interacts since they

depend on the number of traps through which charge is moved. The algorithm

CTICORRECTIT was developed by Townsley et al. (2000) to estimate the amount of
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charge originally deposited on one of Chandra's CCDs in one event. This correction makes

use of the amount of charge read out and the location of the recorded event on the detector.

This CTI correction was the first reduction technique applied to the level 1 Chandra data

used in this thesis. A new level 1 file is produced from which a final event 2 file is obtained

by applying all of the remaining corrections summarized below.

4.3.3 ACIS Gaín Map

The total charge per pixel detected for an individual event is called the event's pulse height

amplitude (PHA). For a given CCD location, a ga¡n table is used to map the PHA of an event

to ¡ts corresponding physical energy value. ln turn, the energy value is converted into a

pulse invariant (Pl) value through the equation PI=l(energt/14.6keV)+ll, where Pl is in

units of detector energy channels. Pl spectral data can then be added (binned) according to

the specific needs of a particular scient¡fic analysis. Therefore, using the correct gain map is

especially important if one is interested in performing spectral analysis on ACIS data. ln this

thesis, the latest available gain file (CALDB v2.12) was applied to the level 1 data using the

CIAO tool ACIS_PROCESS_EVENTS with the option gradefile=CALDB.

4.3.4 Pixel Random¡zat¡on

The level I data obtained from the pipeline randomizes the positions of events detected

within a g¡ven ACIS pixel. This randomization is done to remove the instrumental "gridded"

appearance of the data and to avoid possible aliasing effects associated w¡th this spatial



gr¡d. The event coordinates are randomized over the instrument pixel size (0.5 arcsec), so

no information is lost. However, disabling pixel randomization can improve the resolution of

on-axis Chandra sources and was thus performed on the data used for this thesis. This

correction was applied by sett¡ng the parameter rand_pix_size=0.0 while running the

ACIS PROCESS EVENTS tool on the event 1 file.

4.3.5 Event Grades

An event is reg¡stered by a CCD when the charge generated by photoelectric absorption is

drawn into the electrostatic potential well created by the gates. lf the charge is confined to

one pixel, a single pixel event results. lf an interaction takes place close to a pixel boundary,

the charge wi¡l be collected by two neighboring pixels (a split event), and if an interaction

takes place near a pixel corner the charge can be d¡vided between three or four pixels (also

a split event). During processing, an island of pixels is considered in which the center pixel

is the local maximum and is also above an event threshold value, {. lf surrounding pixels

are above a split threshold value, { (where { < 4), their signal is added to the central

pixel's and the event is classified according to the distribution of charge in the island of

pixels. On the basis of this pattern, the event is assigned a "grade". Depending on the

grade, the data are then included in the telemetry.

Table 4.2 represents the mapping between grades and event types used for Chandra dala

analysis. The proportion of events in each event grade is a strong function of photon energy.

As the initial charge cloud size and the mean inleraction depth increase w¡th photon energy,
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the probabil¡ty of a split event increases. The larger the interaction depth, the larger the

contr¡bution of diffusion to the charge cloud size, and therefore, the larger the probability that

the event will occupy more than one pixel. During processing of the data used in this thesis,

only grades O,2,3,4, and 6 were selected using the tool DMCOPY w¡th the option

grade=0,2,3,4,6.

Table 4.2: Grades and their correspond¡ng X-ray event types

Grade Event Type

srngle prxel

Diagonal split

Vert¡cal split

Horizontal split

L-shaped split with corners

L-shaped and Square

All p'xel spl¡t

ln add¡tion, event grades contain information about the origin of an event. As high-energy

part¡cles (e.9. electrons and protons) pass through a CCD, they deposit a significant amount

of ionizing radiation, generating in some cases as many as several hundred events.

However, these events usually have charge deposited in at least five or six pixels of the

islands of pixels discussed above. As the grades of these types of events (grades 1, 5 or 7)
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are not part of the standard processing, particle-induced background events can be

effectively discr¡minated purely on the basis of event grade.

4.3.6 Good Time lntervals

A list of good time intervals (GTl) is supplied by the pipeline, containing observation periods

that are not excluded due to bad conditions, such as high background or unstable point¡ng

position. A level 2 file will have been properly screened by selecting only those observing

times contained in the GTI list. This selection was performed using the tool DMCOPY and

the option @gti_file_name.

4.3.7 ACIS background

The ACIS background consists of a relatively soft Cosmic X-ray Background (CXB)

contribution ând cosmic ray-induced events w¡th a hard spectrum. Most cosmic ray events

can be filtered out by apply¡ng a grade filter (e.9., rejecting the above ASCA grades 1, 5 and

7). After such filter¡ng, the CXB component and the cosmic ray component are comparable

below -2 keV (during the quiescent background intervals, see below) and the cosmic ray

component dominates above that energy, consistent with the prelaunch estimates.

A phenomenon that can seriously atfect the scientific value of an observation is

background flares, when the count râte can increase by a factor of up to 100. Such flares

have been observed everywhere in Chandra's olbit. They are most prominent in the B¡ chips
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but also affect the FI chips. The nature of these flares is under investigation. The flares are

easily seen when making l¡ght curves of a source-free region in the CCD chip with the tool

DMEXTRACT and it is usually best to discard the time intervals w¡th flares present.

During the quiescent periods and after the standard event screening (see Section 4.3.5),

the ACIS background appears to be relatively constant w¡th time. This weak dependence of

the quiescent background on time allows us to use other observations (cleaned for flares

using exactly the same criteria) for modeling the background. A number of source-free

observations have been combined to create experimental quiescent background event files.

These "blank-sky" datasets can then be adapted to individual observations and the resulting

files used to estimate the background during both imaging and spectral analysis.

ln addition, if source-free sky regions are available in the same observation and in

adjacent spatial regions to the sources being studied, the spectrum from these regions can

be used to estimate the background during spectral analysis.

4.3.8 ACIS background ín VFAINT mode

There are a number of telemetry formats available in which the ACIS CCDs can be

operated. Specifying a fo¡mat determines the type of information that is included in the

telemetry stream. The number of bits per event determines the event rate at which the

telemetry will saturate ând data will be lost until the on-board buffer empties. For this thesis,

data obtained in telemetry formats "Faint" and "Very Faint" were used. The "Faint" format

provides the event position in detector coordinates, an arrivâl time, an event amplitude, and
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the contents of the 3x3 pixel island that characterizes the event grade.

The "Very Faint" format provides the event position ¡n detector coordinates, the event

amplitude, an arr¡val time, and the pixel values in a 5x5 pixel island. This offers the

advantage of reducing the ACIS particle background by screening out events with significant

flux in border pixels of the 5x5 event islands. The 5x5 event islands recorded in the Very

Faint mode reveals that a large number of events are in fact the end-points of big particle

tracks. A standard grade analysis using 3x3 islands, fails to screen these events. Several

examples are shown in Figure 4.6. Such events can then be screened by rejecting those in

which any border pixel in the 5x5 island is above the split threshold 4. This correction was

applied by using the ACIS_PROCESS_EVENTS tool and setting the option

check_vf_pha=yes.

ruE
grade 2 grade 4 grade 6

F¡gure 4.6: Example grades assþned fo evenfs detected ¡n a 5x5 pixel island.

4,4 Chandra lmaging Analysis

An example of the image obtained from the original level 2 data for the SNR G292.0+1.8 is

shown ¡n Figure 4.7 (left). By extract¡ng a spectrum of the whole remnant (Figure 4.7, right),
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the presence of emission lines at low energies becomes apparent. The level 2 dâta can then

be divided into different energy ranges according to the observed spectrum using the

DMCOPY tool with the option energy=min_energy:max_energy, where min_energy and

max_enetgy are the chosen low and high energy ranges, respectively. For example, the

data can be divided into the 0.3-1 .15 keV, 1 .15-2.15 kev and 2.15-1 0.0 kev X-ray bands in

order to isolate the spatial regions which most contribute to the emission at these energ¡es.

The derived images are shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.7: Left - 0.3-10.0 kev raw ¡mage of the remnant G292.0+1.8 obtained with Chandra. Right

- Overall spectrum of the remnanL
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Figure 4.8: Raw Chandra images of the remnant G292.0+1.8 in the 0.3-1.15 keV (eft), 1.15-2.15

kev (center) and 2.15-10.0 kev (right) bands.

ln addition, any image can be further processed by applying a "Gâussian smoothing"

algorithm to it. The purpose of this step is to'blu/ the image ¡n such a way as to remove

noise, however at the expense of removing detail as well. A 2-D symmetr¡c Gaussian

, I ( ,'+ v'\
distribution has the form =: expl - " _ í l , where o is the standard deviat¡on of the2no '1. 2o' )
distribution. The degree of smoothing (called 'smoothing scale' or 'kernel size') to be

performed is determined by the size of o. The smoothing is then carr¡ed out by producing a

discrete approximation of this function (=ks¡¡sl) and 'sliding' it over the image continuously

in order to mult¡ply lhem until the whole original image is covered. This processing was

performed on the images shown ín this thesis w¡th the tool CSMOOTH, which also allows for

the possibi¡ity of using different kernel sizes (if desired) according to each pixe¡'s

significance above the background. For example, the same images shown in Figure 4.8

were smoothed using this tool and a o =1.5" , the resulting images are shown in Figure 4.9.
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F¡gure 4.9: Same ¡';î?ages as rn Figure 4.8 but each smoothed with a Gausslan with o =1.5".

The above images can then be color-coded using programs such as 'Photoshop'3 or

'Gimp'a and then combined to create 'true-colot'5 images of the objects being studied. ln this

way, the images shown can be given red (0.3-1.15 kev), green (1.15-2.15 keV) and blue

(2.15-10.0 kev) colors and subsequently superimposed to produce a final image (see

Figure 4.10)

3 http://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop/main. html

t http://www.g¡mp.org/

5 In th¡s context at X-ray energ¡es, a 'true-color' image refers to fâlse-color images in which the color

refers to energy, i.e. combined energy-coded images
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Figure 4.10: Color-coded, smoothed images in the 0.3-1.15 kev (top left, red), 1.15-2.15 keV (top

right, green) and 2.15-10.0 kev (boftom left, blue) bands. The br¡ghtness and contrast for each image

were adjusted and they were then combined to create a'true-colof ¡mage (botbm nght).

4.5 Summary

The imaging and spectral capabilities offered by Chandra represent an order of magnitude

improvement over previous X-ray astronomy missions. For the purposes of this thesis, the

excellent spatial resolut¡on and moderate spectral resolution offered by the ACIS detector



(and in particular the un-degraded performance of the back-illuminated ACIS-S3 ch¡p) offers

the best comb¡nat¡on to study the X-ray emission from the SNRS G292.0+1 .8 and G292.2-

0.5 and their associated pulsars. The unprecedented spatial resolution offered by Chandra

allows for the study of their individual components, from separating the different emission

regions in SNRs to resolving small PWN structures surrounding ihe pulsars. The available

spectral resolution also makes it possible to study the different emission mechanisms

present in these systems. And finally, the high detection efficiency allows for the possibility

to detect fainter objects.
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Chapter 5

The SNRÍPSR system G292.0+1.8 and J1124-5916

5,1 lntroduction

Chandra has been advancing our understanding of core-collapse supernovae by revealing

their collapsed cores and their outflows, the distribution of supernova ejecta, and their

interaction with the interstellar medium (lSM). lncreasing the sample of SNRs w¡th hybrid

morphology (i.e. composite{ype SNRs) helps address questions related to the b¡rth

properties and evolution of neutron stars and SNRs in the lSM.

G292.0+1.8 (MSH 11-54) offers a unique laboratory to address these questions because

of its hybrid morphology, its youth, and its size. This SNR is one of three Oxygen-rich

remnants in our Galaxy. lt was first discovered in the radio band (Milne 1969; Shaver &

Goss 1970), where it exhibits a centrally-filled morphology, indicative of the presence of a

PWN. Elnsfern and EXOSA f X-ray observations classified the remnant as a type-ll

explosion of a massive star (Hughes & Singh 1994). The low resolution Ernsfern image of

the remnant is shown in Figure 5.1. Recent Chandra observations led to the discovery of the

long-sought PWN (Hughes et a¡. 2001; Safi-Harb & Gonzalez 2002) surrounding a

cand¡date pulsar. An imaging study of the SNR wilh Chandra (Safi-Harb & Gonzalez 2002;

Park et al. 2002) traced the distribution of the ejecta. The remnant has a morphology similar

to Cas A on smâll scales (Hwang, Holt, & Petre 2001), however, no Fe-K line-emission was

detected.
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The discovery of the PWN in G292.0+1.8 prompted a deep search for radio pulsations

and led to the discovery of a 135 ms pulsar, J1124-5916, coincident wilh the Chandra Xray

point source (Cam¡lo et al. 2002a). J1124-5916 has a derived spin-down luminosity É of

1.2x1037 erg s'', a surface magnetic dipole field strength of 1xl0r3 G, and a characteristic

age of 2,900 yrs. The pulsar's spin parameters are summarized in Table 5.1. To date, the

only estimate of the age of this SNR is from optical studies of the high-velocity material

coincident with the PWN (Murd¡n & Clark 1979). The optical spectrum is dominated by

Oxygen and Neon emission lines with a velocity of -2,000 km s-1, giving the remnant an age

of 1,600 years, a factor of 1 .8 less than the characteristic age of the pu¡sar.

F¡gure 5.1: Low resolution Einste¡n ¡mage of the remnant G292.0+1.8. Credit: K. P. Singh. Available

at h tt p : 11 if rc 1. t if r. re s. ¡ n/- s¡ n g h /s N Rl . htm L

For this thesis, the first detailed spatially resolved spectroscopy of lhe Chandra

observation was performed in order to infer the energetics of the supernova explosion, the
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mass of the progenitor, the age of the remnant, and the parameters of the pulsar wind.

Nor8.-Numbers in pa¡entheses represent 1 o üncertainties in
the le¡st signilìc¿nt digits quoted.

' Pos¡lion tnown wirh -1" accurzcy Ùon Chanlru dara (Hughes
el å1. 2001). Units ofright ascension ¡re hours, minuies, and s€c-
onds, ard units of declination ¿¡e degrees, arcminutes, and
a¡cs€conds.

ù Dislance of SNR C292,0+1.8

Table 5.1: Parameters derived for PSR Jl124-5916. Frcm Camilo et al. (2002a).

5,2 Observations and Data Reduction

G292.0+1.8 was observed with the 53 chip of the Advanced CCD lmaging Spectrometer

(ACIS) on boañ Chandn on March l'1, 2000. The CCD temperature was -120'C with a

frame readout time of 3.2 sec ¡n "faint" telemetry mode. A correction for Charge Transfer

lnefficiency (CTl) was done by applying the CTICORRECTIT tool to the event I raw data

(Townsley et a|.2000). A new event 2 file was then obtained by screening the data to the

standard status, ASCA grades, and flight timeline filter configurations, using standard Ciao
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v2.2 routines. The 0.5" pixel randomization was also removed. The lightcurve from source-

free regions in the 53 chip was inspected and no significant background flares were found.

The resulting exposure time was 38 ksec (-10.5 hrs).

5.3 lmaging analysis

Figure 5.2 shows the 'true-color' broadband image of G292.0+1.8. This image was obtained

by combining individual ¡mages in the soft (0.3-1.15 keV, red), medium ('1.15-2.15 kev,

green) and hard (2.15-10.0 kev, blue) X-ray bands, each smoothed with a Gaussian w¡th

a =1.5". The soft and medium images show a filamentary structure ranging from arcsecond

to arcminute scales. The hard band image (blue) shows an unresolved point source

surrounded by a hard nebula, as found by Hughes et al. (200'1).
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F¡gure 5.2: 0.3-10.0 kev X+ay image of the remnant. lmages ¡n the soft (0.3-1.15 kev, red), med¡um

(1.15-2.15 kev, green) and hard (2.15-10.0 kev, blue) bands were combined, each smoothed with a

Gaussian with o =1 .5". The hard band contibut¡on has been enhanced. The ¡mage s¡ze ¡s I'x?'.

The overall spectrum of the remnant (Figure 5.3, left) reveals that the thermal emission is

dominated by O, Ne, Mg, Si and S lines (no Fe-K is present). lmages of the remnant for

each of these elements were created by selecting only the energy ranges in which each ¡ine

dominates the spectrum. Their combined image is shown in Figure 5.3 (right). To estimate

the background for these line ¡mages, lne MaH soflware available through the Chandra X-

ray Center was used to simulate a broadband continuum image. For the spectral input, a

two-component bremsstrahlung model (to account for the cool and hot components that

compose the continuum spectrum) wâs used. For the spatial distribution, a line-free ¡mage in

the 4.0-6.0 keV was used as a template. (As a consistency check, continuum images were
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extracted from line-free regions bracketing the centroids of the line images and were found

to produce a morphology similar to that obtained w¡th the simulated Marx images). Each

simulated background image was then subtracted from the original line+cont¡nuum image,

and smoothed with a Gaussian with o ='1.5".
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Figure 5.3: Left - Overall Chandra spectrum of G292.0+1.8 with dominant l¡nes labeled. R¡ght -
Combined background subtracted line images; elements used were Oxygen (0.60-0.72 kev, red),

Neon (0.74-1.10 kev, green), Magnes¡um (1.25-1.42 kev, cyan), Silicon (1.67-2.09 keV, blue) and

Suffur (2,26-2.59 kev, puÌple). The S¡ and S contibution have been enhanced.

5,4 Sub-arcminute spatially resolved spectroscopy

5.4.1 SNR G292.0+1.8

The excellent spatial resolution offered by Chandra allowed for the study of the spectral

properties of the SNR on sub-arcminute scale. To perform spatially resolved spectroscopy of
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the SNR, the 23 bright regions shown in F¡gure 5.4 were selected for analysis. Each

spectrum obtained from the individual regions was fitted in the 0.5-8.0 kev range using the

nonequilibrium ionizat¡on (NE¡) model, VPSHOCK (Borkowski, Lyerly, & Reynolds 2001) in

version 1 1 .0.1 of the XSPEC package (Arnaud 1996). This model is appropriate for

modeling plane-parallel shocks in young SNRS whose plasma has not reached ionizalion

equilibrium. lt is characterized by the shock temperaturc, kT , and the ionization timescale,

n"t , oÍ lne plasma. Here, 4 is the post-shock electron density ând / is the time since the

passage of the shock. ln this case, I can then be used as a lower estimate on the SNR age.

Since the remnant is ejecta-dominated, the abundances were allowed to vary. Appendix A

summarizes the best fit parameters to all 23 regions obtained from these fits.

F¡gure 5.4: Regions selected to peìform spat¡ally resolved spectroscopy on the remnanl G292.0+1.8.

One-component NEI model fits yielded an average temperature for the selected regions of
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0.9t0.3 kev, w¡th minimum and maximum values of 0.6 and 1.7 kev, respectively (see

Appendix A). The ionization timescale varied across the SNR from -5x1010 to -1013 cm-3 s.

These values indicate that the emission from the ejecta contains a w¡de range of

temperatures and ionization states. Regions 1, 3, 7 , I and 9 (see Figure 5.4) in the

southeast of the remnant exhibit high ionization timescale values, indicating that the plasma

has reached ionization equilibr¡um in the southeast. Relat¡ve abundances were well

constrained in these models and were used to derive the abundance ratios discussed in

Section 5.5.2.

Fitting the remnant w¡th two-component models was then attempted. This was motivated

by the expectation of a high-temperature and a low{emperature plasma associated with the

supernova blast wave and reverse shock, respectively (see e.g. Safi-Harb et al. 2000).

While the overall fits were slightly improved, the abundances could not be well constrained

due to the large number of free parameters. The derived average temperatures for the hot

and cool components were 1.0510.34 keV and 0.37t0.18 keV, respectively (see Appendix

A). These are lower than 1.64i; kev, as reported by Hughes & Singh (1994) from their one-

component NEI model fit to the Ernsfern and EXOSA f data. The discrepancy is probably

due to the contaminalion by the previously unresolved PWN.

5.4.2 Pulsar Wind Nebula

Chandra observations of PWNe have shown that:

1) PWNe harbor torus- and jet-like structures indicating equatorial and polâr outflows, and
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2) The power law photon index steepens

synchrotron and expansion losses (see e.g

away from the pulsar, as expected

Safi-Harb 2002 for a review).

from

Figure 5.5: 2.6-10.0 kev image of the PWN surrounding PSR J1124-5916. The image was

smoothed using a Gaussian with o =0.25". The inner circle is at a radius 3" ( R,), and the outer one

at 45" ( R,,). See Secfion 5.5.3 for details.

By examining the PWN surrounding PSR J 1 124-5916 detected w¡th Chandra, there is

evidence of an arcsecond-scale east-west elongation and an extension to the south (see

Figure 5.5), hinting at structures associated with the deposition of the pulsar's wind energy

into its surroundings. To search for spectral variations, the ¡nner 45" of the PWN was divided

into four concentric rings to obtain enough counts to extract a spectrum. As reported by

Hughes et al. (2001), the spectrum of the PWN is heavily contaminated by thermal emission

from the SNR, ln order to minimize this contaminat¡on, a nearby region was used as
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background and the fit was restricted to the 1.5-7.0 keV range, thus reducing the

contaminat¡on from Oxygen, Neon, and Magnesium ejecta.

Chcnnel Energy (keV)

Figure 5.6: Sample 1 .5-7.0 kev spectra of the PWN sunounding J1124-5916. The steepening of the

power law ¡ndex can be seen from the ¡nner (2"-7') rad¡¡ to the outer (30"-45") radii. See Table 5.2 for

best f¡t parameters.

Using a power-law model, we find a steepening of the photon index, f , from 1.9t0.1 to

3.010.2 between the inner and outer ring when N" was fixed to our best fit value for the
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pulsar of (3.710.4)x1O'zr cm'2 (see Table 5.2 and Figure 5.6). This result is expected from

synchrotron losses and is reminiscent of Crab-like nebulae (e.9. Safi-Harb et al. 2001),

F¡tting the inner 45" at once, we find an average photon index f =2.6t0.1 and unabsorbed

X-ray flux of f x =7.4x101t erg cm-'st in the 0.5-10 keV band.

Radius r (+ 90%) x'z(¿or)

<2" (pulsar) 1.74+0.10 142 (140)
2"-7', 2.0+0.10 t22 (94)
7" 15" 2.06+0.11 t29 (t25)
15u 3ou 2.37+0.10 202 (2t9)
30'-45u 3.00+0.20 204 (2L2)

Table 5.2: Steepen¡ng of the power law photon index, | , of the PWN ¡n G292.0+1.8. The value for

N, was fixed during fitting to the best vatue for the putsar of 3.7 xl02t cm'2.

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Distance

Combining the best fit parameters from the one- and two-component fits to all 23 regions

(see AppendixA), the average SNR column density is Nr =(5tl)x1O'?' cm-'. We can use

this value to ver¡fy previous estimates for the distance to G292.0+'1.8 using the strong

correlation found between the visual extinction produced by dust (lr) and X-ray absorpt¡on

produced by both dust and cold gas (Nø) (Predehl & Schmitt 1995). The extinction per unit
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distance in the direction of the remnant can be estimated from the contour diagrams given

by Lucke (1978): Eo-,, / D - 0.2 mag kpc 1. Using the relat¡on Ní I Av =l.79x102t cm'2

mag-1, which translates inlo NH I EB-v =5.55x102rcm-2 mag-r lPredehl & Schmitt 1995), we

derive a distance of 3.6-5.5 kpc. A distance of 4.8 kpc, as used in previous studies, is then

a good approximation and will be adopted in the following discussion.

5.5,2 Supernova Parameters

The results from our NEI model fits to the emission from the SNR can be used to derive the

supernova parameters. ln the standard picture of the X-ray emission from young SNRS, the

cool component arises from shocked ejecta, and the hot component is usually attributed to

the blast wave shocking the surrounding medium. The spatially resolved spectroscopy

described in Section 5.4.1 indicates that most of the regions in the SNR (except for the PWN

and regions 21-23) are well fitted w¡th a one-component NEI (VPSHOCK) model w¡th high

metal abundances (with respect to solar), indicating that these knots are the shocked ejecta

associated with the explosion of a mass¡ve star.

Nucleosynthesis yield as a function of the progenitor's mass has been numerically

computed by Woosley and Weaver ('1995) among others. Relat¡ve abundances were well

constrained in the one-component NEI model fits to the ejecta-dominated regions (#1-20)

and were used to derive the abundance ratios, Àr,",, of element X to Silicon. These ratios

are sensitive to the mass of the progenitor star in nucleosynthesis models, and can be used

to ¡nfer the progenitor's mass. F¡gure 5.7 shows the average values for these ratios along
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with their rms scatter. Over-plotted are the predicted ratios from nucleosynthesis models for

progen¡tors of 25, 30, 35 and 40 M". flrc measured ratios are then consistent with a

progenitor's mass of 30-40 Mo.

Figure 5.7: Average abundance ratios (f¡lled squares) and their rms scatter measured throughout the

remnant. Predicted ratios from nucleosynfhesls models are also shown.

Regions 20-23 selected in the analysis are of special interest (see Figure 5.4). Region 20

is part of a set of sharp circumferential filaments surrounding the bulk of the ejecta-

dominated X-ray emission. Regions 21, 22 and 23 are part of an outer faint ridge of

emission delimiting the SNR. For comparison, the one- and two-component NEI fits to

regions 20 and 21 are summa¡ized in Table 5.3. lt is likely that regions 21-23 indicate the

location of the blast wave shocking the surrounding medium for the following reasons: 1) as

shown in Table 5.3, the abundances derived for region 21 using one-component models are

consistent with ISM abundances (sub-solar) and are the lowest ones throughout the

remnant, while those derived for region 20 are contaminated by ejecta; 2) the outermost

emission is absent in the equivalent width maps which reveal the ejecta (Park et al.

l-r-;;;l
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2002); and 3) even two-component model fits to regions 21-23 requue sub-solar

abundances, which is not the case for region 20, where both components require above-

solar abundances. Thus, if regions 21-23 represent the current location of the supernova

blast wave, the derived NEI values for these regions can then be used to estimate some

basic physical parameters as discussed in Section 3.3.2.

Region 20 Region 21

One-component Fits
iy'¡¡ (1O'zrcm-z)

k" (kev)
7?,et (Cm " sJ

O abr.rndanceg

Ne abundanceg
Mg abr.rndanceq

Si abundance6
S abr:ndance6
Fe abundances
norm

x3 (doÐ

4.7 + 0.2

0.66+P.91

o.as1B:Bå

0.47 + 0.06

1.2 + 0.3

0.24 + 0.02

4.9 * 0.3

0.87+0.07

0.23 + 0.06

o.zz13:33

o.z!8:t
0.16 + 0.03

(7.b1!f)xtol1 (8.7 * 2.4)x1o1o

1.1+ 0.1 0.ss13.3É

0.e0 + 0.06 o.rs13:33

(3.3 + 0.2)x10-' (1.4 * 0.2)x10-3
l.e (11e) 1.2 (e8)

Two-component Fits

È?¡"¿ (keV) o.g¿13.3!

n.t¡o¿ (cm-3 s) (3 * 0.5)x10rl
nOrmÀo¿

kT-a (kev)

o.s¡13:?9

(61ì:*4) x to'g

(1.05 + 0.05)xr0-3 (9.1 + 1.4)x10-a
0.27 + 0.02 0.84 + 0.06

n.t"""t (cm-3 s) (2.7 1?.1)x t011 (1.4 t 0.3) x 1011

nOrmcoo¡

x? @or)

(5.1 + 0.4)x10-3 (2.s13j)x10-4
1.6 (116) 1.0 (e5)

Table 5.3: One- and two-component VPSHOCK fits to regions 20 and 21 rn fhe SNR G292.0+1.8.

The normal¡zation (nom) ¡s given in units or (tOto t +zO') ln"nrdV cmt , where D ¡s the

distance to the source (¡n cm) and n.,ni are the electron and ion densities (in cm-j).
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First, the derived values for the ionization t¡mescale, not ,'frcm regions 21-23 can be used

as a lower limit for the age of the remnant, l, by using the observed emission measure (EM,

or normalization) as an estimate for the ambient density, ,?0. For this, the values from the

more reliable one-component fits in the 0.5-8.0 kev band were used. The corresponding

SNR size would be r - 4.2'=5.9 pc (at 4.8 kpc). ln the following example, the parameters

derived for region 2l (shown in Table 5.3) are used. The observed EM of 0.09+0.02 (after

scaling ¡t to the SNR volume) corresponds to ln"nrdV = tO"(+"n'\nM)

= (2.5 1 0.6)x I 0t' cm't. lf the emission volume V = fV'^, (where / is the filling factor) and

n"=4.8n0=l.lna,wefind an upstream density ro = (0.23 t 0.03)/-rl2 cm-3. Then, the best

fit ,?0t parameter from the VPSHOCK model (see Table 5.3) corresponds to a shock age of

t = 2,s}}lllolo f"' years. Similar¡y, these parameters can be derived for regions 22 and 23

and are summarized in Table 5.4. For a reasonable filling factor of 0.25, the shock age

varies from 1,2504,450 years. The discrepancy between these ages suggests that the

northeastern regions are shocked at earlier times than the western regions, probably due to

an inhomogeneous medium. This complicat¡on makes the determination of the SNR

parameters in this manner uncertain.
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Region 21 Region 22 Region 23

Ionization timescale, n,ú (cm-3 s)

l'n"nudY (1058 cm-3)
Ambient densit¡ n¡ (/-1l2 cm-3)

Swept-up mass, M" (.f -tl' tr¿o)

Lower age limit, ú (/1/2 years)

(8.7+2.4) x 10ro

2.5 + 0.6

0.23 + 0.03

6.7 + 0.8

z,¡ool):å30

(2.1+0.6)x 10rr

3.9 + 0.9

0.29 +.0.4
8.3 + 0.9

¿,sool?;133

(3.111 !) x 10rr

2.5 + 0.8

0.23 + 0.04

6.7 + 1.1

a,sooii;333

Table 5.4: Deived SNR parameters from NEI fits to forward shock regions 21 , 22 and 23

Therefore, in order to estimate the global properties of the SNR independently of the

small-scale density variations, an attempt was made to f¡t the spectrum of the whole

remnant at once (see Figure 5.3, left). This proved to be extremely difficult using the entire

0.5-8.0 keV band and various combination models with up to three components. The

difficulty is due to the large number of NEI components needed to account for the variations

in temperature and ionization time-scale of the ejecta, as Ìndicated in our spatially resolved

spectroscopy described in Section 5.4.1. However, restr¡cting the fit to the 2.0-8.0 kev

range (to remove the contaminatÌon from O, Ne, Mg and Si ejecta) and excluding the pulsar

and ¡ts PWN, a two-component model (VPSHOCK + SEDOV) provided an acceptable fit for

the overall spectrum wilh f3@of)=1.17(197)i SEDoV is an NEI model that accounts for

the hot thermal emission from the SNR inter¡or and is based on the Sedov dynamics

(Borkowski et al. 2001). Although the remnant is not strictly in the Sedov phâse but most

probably in the transition state between the free expansion and Sedov phases (Hughes &

Singh 1994, see Section 1.2), the Sedov approximation can be used to derive physical

estimates for the SNR. ln this way, the VPSHOCK model was used to characterize the
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emission from the Sulfur ejecta, while the SEDOV model was used to characterize the blast

wave component (abundances were set to 2/3 solar with equal electron and ion

temperatures). Figure 5.8 shows the spectrum with best fit hvo-component model.

Chonnel Ei€rgy (kev)

Figure 5.8: High-energy spectrum of G292.0+1.8 fitted w¡th a two-component (VPSHOCK + SEDOV)

model. See Table 5.5 for derived explosion parameters.

Table 5.5 then summarizes the derived parameters from the SEDOV model (EM, kT"

and n"t) and the SNR parameters estimated from these values using the Sedov equations

(3.9)-(3.13). First, the derived value for no is consistent within the various uncertainties with

that derived from the observed emission measure (see Table 5.4). The SNR age,

t (Sedov)=2,400-2,850 yrs, is comparable to the average value aìso derived from regions

21-23 above. This age represents a more reliable estimate for the age of the



remnant since the contaminat¡on from ejecta has been minimized and the effect of an

inhomogeneous medium has been averaged. ln addition, this age is in close agreement with

the pulsar's characteristic age of 2,900 years. This agreement strengthens the pulsar/SNR

association and relaxes the need for invoking a very slow initial spin period or a non-

canonical value for the brak¡ng index of the pulsar (Camilo et al. 2002a).

Parameter Vahre (t 1ø)

Emission Measure, -ÐM
Shock temperature, ,t?" (keV)

Ionization timescale, n"f (cm-3 s)

Shock velocity, o" (km s-l)
Age, ú (yrs)

Ambient density n6 (cm-3)

Explosion energy, E6 (1051 ergs)

Swept+rp mass, M" (Mo)

0.16613 333

0.95 + 0.15

(2.01! !)x t011

880 + 70

2,6001;33

o.¡r13,1Í
0.ra13.33

15.6+"4:

Table 5.5: Explosion parameters derived from a Sedov f¡t to the hot component of the overall

specfrum of SNR G292.0+1.8.

Recently, observâtions carried out with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (Gaensler

& Wallace 2003) were able to resolve the positions of the forward and reverse shocks in the

remnant at radio wavelengths. Using the model developed by Truelove and McKee (1999)

for the evolution of a SNR and its shock structure, Gaensler & Wallace der¡ve an expansion

velocity of 1,200d6 /t2s0o km s-r, ambient density of -O.Od;5t3t)lrlo cm-3, explosion energy of

-t.lxtost d!0t3t;]!l ergs and ejected mass ot -5.9dlt3tsr!], M". Here, du is the distance to

the remnant in units of 6 kpc and /2j00 is the age in units of 2,500 yrs (derived from the age
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in Table 5.5 in conjunction w¡th other estimates). The¡r est¡mates for the distance, ambient

density and expansion velocity are broadly consistent with the ones der¡ved in this work,

while their est¡mate for the explosion energy is an order of magnitude higher.

5.5.3 Pulsar Wind Nebula Parameters

As noted by Hughes et â1. (2001), the pulsar and its PWN are not located at the geometrical

center of the remnant. The offset was aftributed to either a high transverse velocity for the

pulsar or slower expansion of the SNR toward the south-east. From the offset (-1) they

calculate a transverse velocity for the pulsar of -770(d4s/tßoo) km s-1, where 4.8 is the

distance in units of 4.8 kpc and /ró00 is the age of the remnant in units of 1,600 yrs. Using the

new estimate o'f 2,6001iff yrs for the age, this translates into a transverse velocity for the

pulsar of (470 t 40) d o " 
km si. This value is in excellent agreement with recent estimates of

the mean birth velocity of pulsars (450t90 km s'1, Lyne & Lorimer 1994).

As mentioned above, the nearly east-west extension and jet-like structure extending to

the south (see Figure 5.5) could be indicative of toroidal and collimated outflows reminiscent

of Crab-like PWNe. The Kennel & Coroniti (1984a) model developed for the Crab can then

be used to estimate some basic PWN parameters. ln this model, the synchrotron nebula ¡s

produced by the confinement of a relativistic wind injected by the pulsar into its

surroundings. The radius of the standing shock, { , is estimated by equating the pressure of

lhe pulsais wina, iÌ l(arcR! ) , with the pressure in the nebula, al, / +n lsee Section 2.3).
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8,,, the nebular magnetic field, can be approximated from its equipartition value, 8,,,"0.

Equipartition assumes that the electron energy density is equal to the magnetic energy

density (Katz 1987). This assumption is made since sources in which equipartition holds

are, roughly, more eff¡cient radiators and more likely to be observed than those in which it

does not hold. ¡n addition, the derived field through equipartition represents a lower limit

estimate since the energy between the two reservoirs is minimized. The value for the field is

then given by

a -z.z(rc,r2a+2 
vî*t'z.-vï*t.'2 Lo\''' o

2a +l ui-' -ri-' V )

(Lang 1999), where ø , L and V arc the nebula's spectral index, luminosity (in ergs s'1) and

volume (in cm3), respectively. ln turn, v1 ârìd v2 are the lower and upper frequencies (in Hz)

over which the lum¡nosity is measured and f is typically taken to be '100 (Lang 1999).

Thus, us¡ng the average luminosity and spectral index for the PWN, the estimated nebular

field from equipart¡tion is 8,, -lxl0+ G. With the measured ii =1.2x1037 ergs s-1 (Camilo

el al. 20O2a), this kanslates into a shock radius of R, -3" at 4.8 kpc. Alternatively, the

shock radius can be est¡mated using the thermal pressure in the SNR interior as a confining

pressure. This average pressure can be est¡mated as 2n"kT -6,9x10-e erg cm'3; which

yields a shock radius of 1". The inner circle shown in Figure 5.5 shows the est¡mated upper

value of A" .

An interesting parameter than can also be der¡ved 'from Chandra studies of PWNe ¡s the
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pulsar wind magnetizat¡on parameter, d , defined as the ratio of the Poynting flux to the

part¡cles flux, which can be estimated as o - (4 I 4, )t , assuming a low value for o (i.e. a

particle-dominated wind, see Section 2.3). Using a shock radius R,-1"-3" and a nebular

radius 4, -30"-45", o is estimâted to be -0.0005-0.01.

The properties of the PWN can thus be der¡ved from the Kennel & Coroniti model. The

value derived for the pulsar wind magnetization parameter in this manner is comparable to

that derived for other PWNe of simílar properties (Safi-Harb 2002). ll is worth not¡ng that the

properties of the pulsar and the PWN ¡n G292.0+1.8 are strikingly similar to those of the

pulsar discovered in the Crab's cousin, G54.1+0.2 (Camilo et al. 2002b, Lu et al. 2002). The

lack of ejecta and a shell in the latter SNR (and in a handful other plerions of comparable

age) indicates that the classification of plerioniclype SNRs is to a large extent linked to the

nature of the progenitor star, the explosion energy, and the environment.
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Chapter 6

The SNR/PSR system G292.2-0.5 and J11'19-6127

6.1 Introduction

For over three decades the Crab has been viewed as the standard model for young pulsars:

a fast rotat¡ng neutron star with surface dipole magnetic field strength of lOl'?G, ¡nject¡ng a

relativistic magnetized wind of particles into its surroundings. The interaction of this wind

with the surrounding medium creates the observable PWN. PWNe provide a unique

laboratory that probes the properties of their powering engines, the physics of relat¡vistic

pulsar winds and their interaction with the interstellar medium (see e.g. Safi-Harb 2002 Ío1 a

review). Recent observations have shown that a good fraction of young pulsars exhibit

properties unlike the Crab. ln spite of their youth, they have much larger spin periods and

dipole magnetic f¡elds (see e.g. Camilo et al. 2000). The search for their X-ray counterparts

and any PWNe associated with them sheds light on their high-energy properties and the

way these pulsars deposit their energies into their surroundings.

The radio pulsar J1119-6127 was discovered in the Parkes mult¡-beam pulsar survey

(Camilo et al. 2000). lt has a rotation period of 407ms, characteristic age of 1600 yrs,

surface magnetic field strength of 4.1 x I 0r3 G , and spin-down luminosity È of

2.3x1036 ergs s-' . This is an interesting and unusual object: although it is extremely young,

it displays a relat¡vely large per¡od and magnetic field when compared to Crab-like pulsars.

Its period der¡vative, P,of 4x10-'2 is one of the largest among radio pulsars. PSR J1119-



6127 is also one of a handful of pulsars for which a second period derivative P has been

measured, allowing for a calculation of the pulsar's braking index, giving Í = 2.91 + 0.05

(see equation 2.8). This value makes J1119-6127 the pulsar with a braking index closest to

the expected value of n = 3 if the pulsar slows down due to magnetic braking.

Following the pulsar's discovery, radio observations were performed w¡th the Australia

Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). They revealed a ring-like shell of 15' in diameter

surrounding the pulsar with a nonthermal spectrum characteristic of a shell{ype SNR

(Crawford et al. 2001). lt was then classified as a new Galactic supernova rcmnanl G292.2-

0.5. No radio emission from a PWN was found in the ATCA data, and the observed upper

limit is below what might at first be expected from the pulsafs characteristics.

Previous X-ray observations of the system were performed with the ASCA and ROSAf

satellites (Pivovaroff et al. 2001). These showed enended emission associated with the

radio SNR, as well as a hard point-like ASCA source in the f¡eld offset -1.5' from the radio

pulsar. Such a large offset made their association uncertain. The low number of counts

obtained from the SNR did not make it possible to characterize its X-ray spectral propert¡es

as thermal or nonthermal.

This new SNR/PSR system then offers a new testing ground for our current theor¡es of the

birth and evolution of these objects. For this reason, a pointed Chandn observation of the

system was proposed for the 2001-2002 observing cycle. Chandra's excellent spatial

resolution and sensitivity make it the ideal observatory to look for small and faint pulsar

signatures and to study the diffuse emission from surrounding material. For this thesis, a

detailed analysis of the Chandra observation of PSR J 1 1 1 9-61 27 and the center of the SNR
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G292.2-0.5 was performed

6.2 Observation and Data reduction

The field around pulsar J1119-6127 was observed with Chandra on 2002 March 31-April 1 .

The coordinates of the X-ray source detected with ASCA were positioned at the aimpoint of

the back-illuminated 53 chip of the Advanced CCD lmaging Spectrometer (ACIS). The CCD

temperature was -120"C with a frame readout time of 3.2 sec in "very faint" telemetry mode.

The CTICORRECTIT tool was applied to the or¡ginal event 1 raw data (Townsley et al.

2OOO) in order to correct for charge transfer inefficiency. The standard 0.5" pixe'

randomization was removed. The lightcurve from source-free regions in the S3 chip were

inspected and no significant background flares were found. To reduce background, only

ASCA grades of 0, 2, 3, 4 and 6 were selected, as well as data free from bad columns and

hot pixels. The resulting effect¡ve exposure time was 47 ks (-13 hrs).
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F¡gure 6.1: Left - 2.0-10.0 keV ASCA rmage of SNR G292.2-0.5. The superimposed reg¡ons mark

the locat¡ons of Chandra's 33 chip (while box), the radio coordinates of PSR J1119-6127 (wh¡te

cross) and the radio boundary of G292.2-0.5 (black circle, 15' diameter). Right - 0.5-10.0 kev

Chandra ACIS-S3 ¡mage of the ¡nterior of the remnant. lnd¡v¡dual ¡mages in the soft (0.5-1.15 kev,

red), med¡um (1.15-2.3 kev, green), and hard (2.3-10.0 keV, blue) bands were combined. Resolut¡on

ranges from 1"-10" and black regions represent non-sign¡f¡cant detection. The arrow marks the

locat¡on of the detected counterpañ of PSR J1119-6127 lsee Secflon 6.3.3 for details).

Figure 6.1 shows the ASCA (left) and Chandra (r¡ght) images of G292.2-0.5. The 2.0-

lO.O kev ASCA image has been smoothed using a Gaussian w¡th o = 45'6. The Chandra

image was obtained as follows: the data were divided into individual images in the soft (0.5-

1.15 kev, red), medium (1.15-2.3 keV, green), and hard (2.3-10.0 keV, blue) bands. Each

image was adaptively smoothed using a Gaussian with o = 'l" for sign¡ficance of detect¡on

>5 and up to o = 10" for significance down to 3. A broadband (0.5-10.0 keV) background

6 See Pivovaroff et al. (2OOl) for a detailed analysis of the ASCA data.
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image was produced using the blank-sky datasets available in CALDB v2.12. the result¡ng

background image was divided into the same energy bands and then subtracted from its

corresponding (source + background) image. The individual background-subtracted images

were finally combined to produce the image shown in Figure 6.1. This image shows several

resolved X-ray sources surrounded by diffuse emission from the interior of the remnant.

6.3 Analysis

6.3.1 Point Sources

Point sources in the field were found using CELLDETECT, a wavelet detection algorithm

implemented within CIAO. This algorithm searches for sources by summing counts in

square cells ("detect" cells) in the dataset and comparing the counts to those of

"background" cells. At each point where a cell ¡s placed, a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of

source to background counls is computed. lf this ratio is above the detection threshold, a

candidate source is recorded. The size of the detect cell is determined by the size of

Chandra's point spread function (PSF) at that location and the encircled energy percentage

specified by the user. ln the center of the field, the cells are small; off-axis, the cells become

larger. The background count rate is estimated from a background cell which surrounds

each detect cell. Since false sources may be detected in the vicinity of sign¡ficant exposure

variations, such as detector edges or chip gaps, an exposure map is used (a map of the

total exposure time as a function of position on the CCD).

For this analysis, the S/N detection threshold was set to 2.75, the encircled energy
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percentage was set to 80%, and a cutoff ratio of 95% was used for exposure variations in

the field. A total of 18 sources were detected and their properties listed in lable 6.1 in order

of increasing right ascension. The number of counts was determined from the cell size used

by CELLDETECT, a funct¡on of the PSF at specific off-axis angles and the enc¡rcled energy

percentage. This size varied from -1" for the source closest to the aimpo¡nt (s15) to -5.5" for

the source with the largest off-axis angle (sl). For sources s17 and s18, different extraction

radi¡ were used (see below for details). With the specified S/N > 2.75, the lowest number of

counts detected was 14 counts for sl5. The number of counts were divided into those

detected in a soft (0.5-2.0 keV) and a hard (2.0-10.0 keV) band to provide an initial

indication of the X-ray spectra of these sources from the available number of counts. From

this, 11 sources were found to have more that two times the number of counts in the soft

band than in the hard band ("soft" souÍces),4 sources have similar number of counts in both

energy bands ("intermediate" sources) and 3 sources have more that tvvo times the counts

in the hard band than in the soft band ("hard" sources).
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Table 6.1: Chandra catalogue of point sources detected in the field sunounding PSR J1119-6127

lAUName RightAscension Decllneflon

(cxou+) (drroool ( ôrzo¡o )

Posltional error 0.5-2.0 kev 2.0-10.0 kev

('1o, arcsec) counts counts

s1 J111816.8-6'12732 11:18:16.8

s2 J111817.2-612945 11:18:17.2

s3 J111821.5€13019 11:18:21.5

s4 J'111823.5-612719 111'18:23.5

s5 J111a24.2-612606 11:18:24.2

s6 J'l'11827.0-612929'11:18:27.0

s7 J111828.9612353 11:18:28.9

s8 J111830.5€13019 1l:18i30,5

s9 J111835.9612645 11:18:35.9

s10 J111838.1-612600 11:18:38.'1

s11 J11'1842.3-613058 11:18:42.3

s12 J'11'1843.0-612532'11:18:43.0

sl3 J11'1843.2-612636 1'l:18:43.2

sf4 J111851.4.ô12449 11:18:51.4

s15 J111905.1412714 1l:19:05.1

s16 J111908.9€12540 1f:19:08.9

s17 J111911.8-613026 11:19:11.8

s18 J111914.4-6'12749 11:19:14.4

-61:27:32.1

-61:29:45.2

-61:30:19,0

-6'l:27:19.1

-61:26:0ô. 1

-6'l:29t29.5

-6 f:23:53.1

-61:30:19.8

-61:26:45.6

-61:26:00.5

-61;30:58.1

-61:25t32.9

-61:26:36.6

-61:24:49.7

-61:27:14.1

-61'25:40.7

-61:30:26.7

-61:27:49.7

J.Þ

2.7

3.2

2.6

4.1

2.4

1.5

1.7

2.8

1.8

2.0

0.7

1.2

0.8

0.8

'f6

34

29

2

27

19

34

o

5

0

I

28

I

118

163

8

2

6

I

0

4

2

12

20

20

6

13

122

Various catalogues at radio, infrared, optical and X-ray wavelengths were searched in an

attempt to identify the detected sources w¡th previously known objects. Three sources were

identified and are listed in Table 6.2. The soft source s3 is coincident, within error, w¡th the
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Wolf-Rayet star WR44a (arrooo=11:18:43.5, árrooo = -61:26:37). The intermediate source

sl3 is coincident with the IRAS source J11161-6113 (a r rooo=1 1'.18'.22, 6rrooo = -61:30:19,

33"x3" ellipse error). And finally, we have detected a source (s18) coincident with the radio

pulsarJlll9-6127.

From all sources detected, only two (sl7 and s18) contain enough counts to extract a

useful X-ray spectrum. The properties of s17 are examined below (Section 6.3.2), with those

of sl8 being discussed extensively (Section 6.3.3).

Table 6.2: Counterpañs to detected Chandra sources.

Counterpart Reference
(CXOU+) (arcsec)

J111821.5-613019 WR 44a van der Hucht (2001)

J111843.2€12636 IRAS J11161-6113 Beichman et al, (1988)

J111914.4-612749 PSR J111H127 Camilo et al. (2000)

6.3.2 CXOU J111911,8-613026 (sl7)

Ihe Chandra field surrounding source CXOU J111911.8-613026 (s17) is shown in Figure

6.2. lt is the second brightest source in the field, however, no counterparts at other

wavelengths were found. A total of 131 counts were detected from it in the 0.5-10.0 keV

range, translating into a count rate of (2.8+0.3)xl0-3 ctss-1. The source lies at an off-axis

angle of 1.7'from the aimpoint of the 53 chip.

s3

s13

s18

ó.Þ

0.7
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F¡gure 6.2: 0.ç10 kev Chandra ¡mage of the source CXOU J111911.8-613026.

ln order to compare the spatial characterist¡cs of this source wilh Chandra's pointspread-

function (PSF), a 2-D spatial fit to the data was performed using the GAUSS2D function in

the Sherya v2.2 software available w¡thin CIAO. From this, the measured FWHM value of

-0.9" makes this source consistent with a point source at the observed off-axis angle. A

spectrum was extracted from this source in the 0.5-10 kev band using 10 counts per energy

bin. Figure 6.3 shows a plot of the spectrum and fitted model. Table 4.2 shows the

parameters der¡ved from fitting nonthermal power law and thermal bremsstrahlung models

to th¡s spectrum. The power law model provides a slightly better fit with the available number

of counts than thelmal models.
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Figure 6.3: Chandra spectrum of source CXOU JI1 191 1 .8-61 3026 with best fit power law model.

Parameter
(r90%) (i90%)

N"(lO'?r cm")

rlkT
Nornt

s.0tî:

3.9 t 0.6

(l.3lli) x l0{

¡.otlå

o.7sll! rev

(21)x l0r
lo.s.l l I x t o-'o

(l.8lli)" lo-"
f,u"(o.5 -lokev, erss cm' s') (9.213:)'10''

f",,"u,Q.s -10kev, ergs cm' s'' ) (+. rl i )x t o-'a

yl øon o.76(11

Table 6.3: Parameters found from spectral f¡ts to the source CXOU J1 1191 1 .8-613026. The

normal¡zat¡on for the power law modet is g¡ven ¡n units of photons keVl cm'2 s't at 1 kev, and for the

bremsstrahtung model in units or (3.02"10tt l+rD2) ln"ndV cm's , where D is the distance to

the source (in cm) and n", n¡ are the electron and ion dens¡t¡es (¡n cm'3), respectively.
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6,3,3 PSRJlll9-6127

ln Figure 6.4 (left) we show a close-up image of the ACIS field around the radio pulsar

J1119-6127. The X-ray source s18 'frcm Table 6.1 is the brightest one in the field and it l¡es

0.7" away from the coordinates of the radio pulsar (ar2000=11:19:14.30 and ôJ2000 = -

61:27:49:5,0.3" error, Camilo et al. 2000). From the positional coincidence of this X-ray

source with the radio pulsar, the low probability of a chance âlignment (- I x l0+ ), the

evidence of a PWN associated with ¡t and the nature of its spectrum (see below), this source

then represents the X-ray counterpart of PSR J I 1 l9-ôl 27.

Within a radius of 3.4" centered at the X-ray coordinates and including the point source

and extended component, a total of 285 background subtracted events were detected ¡n the

0.5-10.0 keV band, translating to a count rate of (6.4+0.4)x10-3 ctss'r. Plle-up effects are

then negligible. The spectrum was fitted in the 0.5-10.0 keV band, using a minimum of 15

counts per bin. An absorbed power law model provided a better f¡t than thermal models. The

best-fit spectral parameters are summar¡zed in Table 6.4 and the spectrum is shown in

Figure 6.4 (right). AII errors are at the 90% confidence level unless otherwise specified. By

examining Figure 6.4 (right), high residuals at -1.4 keV are present, indicating that the

spectrum could be partly thermal. However, these residuals become insignificant when

extracting a spectrum from a smaller region. The poor statist¡cs did not allow fitting multi-

component models. A detailed investigation of this emission will have to await a deeper

exposure.
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Figure 6.4: Left - The X-ray counterpaft of PSR J1119-6127. This 'truecolol ¡mage combines the soft

(0.5-1.1skev, red), medium (1.15-2.15 kev, green), and hard (2.15-10 kev, blue) bands. The

¡mages were smoothed w¡th a Gauss¡an with o =0.5". Right - Spectrum and best f¡t power-law model

(see Table 6.4). Amin¡mum significance of 3o was chosen ¡n reb¡nning the data for display.

Parameter Value (+ 90%)

.fr'¡r (1021cm-2)

Photon index, I
Normr*ey (pnotons KeV 'cm - S 'J

/"b" (0.5-10.0 keV, ergs cm-2 s-1)

/"""b" (0.5-10.0 keV, ergs cm-2 s-1)

x3(doÐ

e1!
., r¡+0.6

(3. t1Ì Ë) x to-5
16.6+13.4)x10-1a

(t.11!,4) x io-13
0.57 (16)

Table 6.4: Power-law spectral fit for the counterpart of PSR J1119-6127, ¡ncluding po¡nt source and

extended component (see Section 6.3.3 for deta¡ls).

As shown in Figure 6.4 (left), the pulsar has an associated extended X-ray component

aligned nearly north-south. ln order to compare its spatial character¡stics w¡th Cl,andra's
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PSF, a 2-D spatial fit to the data was performed using the GAUSS2D function in She4oa

v2.2. Fi¡st, images of the source in the soft (0.5-1 .15 kev), med¡um (1 .15-2.15 keV) and

hard (2.15-10.0 kev) energy bands were created. The number of counts in these energy

images was 25,170, and 90, respectively. Corresponding normalized PSF images at an off-

axis angle of 1.28' and energies characteristic of the source's energy histogram (0.85 kev,

1.7 kev and 3.0 keV) were made and used as convolution kernels when fitting. From this fit,

the low energy image yielded a FWHM value fully consistent with the PSF (-0.8"), while the

medium band image had a slightly larger value (-0.9"). The hard band image was best

described by an elliptical Gaussian function with FWHM of -0.9"x1.2" , confirming the

extended nature of the source. Trailing in the 53 chip can be ruled out as an or¡gin for this

feature since the read-out direction is at an angle of -35" measured counter-clockw¡se from

the almost north-south direct¡on of the extended emission.

ln order to further characterize the morphology of this extended emission, the above

energy images were first smoothed using a Gaussian with o = 0.5" and then normal¡zed.

The contamination by the surrounding SNR in these images is small (<7% of total). The

normalized soft image (consistent with a point source) was then subtracted from the

normalized hard image. Figure 6.5 shows the resulting image, which reveals structures that

appear to be consistent with torus- and jet-like features surrounding the pulsar. Such

features have been observed around young rotation-powered pulsars (e.9. Lu et al. 2002)

and are believed to be associated with the deposition of the pulsais energy into its

surroundings.
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Figure 6.5: Left, Center - Normalized soft (0.5-1.15 keV, left) and hard (2.15-10.0 kev, center)

energy images of PSR J1119-6127 smoothed w¡th a Gauss,an with o = 0.5". Right - subtract¡ng the

soft (left) from the hard (center) band ¡mage makes the undeìlying structure surrounding the pulsar

v¡sible. A logar¡thmic display scale u/as used See Seclion 6.3.3 for details.

A total of 41 background-subtracted counts were detected from an annulus centered at

the X-ray coordinates with radius 1.2'-3.4" (see Figure 6.5, right). (The inner radius was

chosen to be -'1.5 times the PSF so the contamination from the point source would be less

than 15o/o. The outer radius includes the emission detected from the extended component,)

This corresponds to a significance of deteclion o-5.5 and contributes -14% to the total

count rate from the point source and extended component, From the 4l counts quoted

above, 14 are present in the med¡um energy band (1.15-2.15 kev) and 25 in the high

energy band (2.15-10.0 keV). A spectral analysis of the extended emission is not possible

with the available number of counts and has to awa¡t a deeper exposure. However, unlike

the point source, the extended emission is not detected in the soft band (see Figure 6.5,

left). This leads one to conclude that the enended emission appears to be harder than the

point source (assuming both have the same column density).
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6.3.4 SNR G292.2-0.s

ln order to analyze the spectral properties of the interior of G292.2-0.5, the two br¡ghtest

regions of d¡ffuse emission in the field were studied (see Figure 6.6, left). The contributions

from po¡nt sources within these regions were excluded during the analysis and the north-

west and south-east corners of the field were used as background. The spectral analysis

was restricted to the 0.5-6.0 kev band to reduce the contamination from the background. A

net of 5760 counts were detected in this range and 20 counts per energy bin were used

when extracting a spectrum (see F¡gure 6.6, r¡ght).

F¡gure 6.6: Left - Combined reg¡ons used to extnct spectrum from inter¡or of supernova remnant

G292.2-0.5. R¡ght - Spectrum obtaìned with best f¡t one-component non-equilibrium ionization model

(see Table 6.5 for values).

The presence of an emission line from Neon (near 0.9 keV) indicates that the spectrum is

at least partly thermal. Therefore, the data were first fitted using thermal models: CEI models

'ot#'î,'¡fu¡p'
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such as Raymond-Smith or Mekal, and NEI models such as VPSHOCK and VNEI (see

Section 3.3). Non-equilibrium ionizat¡on (NEl) models are character¡zed by the shock

temperature, kT , and the ionization timescale, n"t , oÍ the plasma. Here, ri" is the post-

shock electron density and / is the time since the passage of the shock. The O, Ne, Mg, Si,

S and Fe abundances in all models were allowed to vary independently, and the Ni

abundance was tied to the Fe abundance. The NEI models were found to provide a better fit

wilh f, - 1 .05(278) compared to fj - 1 .2(279) 'Ío1 the equilibrium ionization models; v

being the number of degrees of freedom.

Parameter vPsHocK (+ 9070)

¡{n (lOzrcm-2)
eI (kev)
O abundance6
Ne abundance6
Mg abundance6
Si abundanceo
S abundance6
Fe abundance6
¿"1 (cm-3 s)
Norn (l}-ta l4nDz f(n.nadv) cm-5)

f,,,,¡, (0.5-10.0 keY erg cm-2 s-r)

x2(doÐ

5.8 + 1.2

3613
o.:o$.1!

r.gti.3
¿ L -1.6
r.¡ $.3
t 6Ï:å
l3ll r

(s.lll!) x l0'
(1.7*0.4)x1fr3

6.8x l0-Lz
t.v Q'18)

Table 6.5: Parameters obtained from f¡tting the non-equilibrium ¡on¡zat¡on model VPSHOCK to the

eniss¡on from the center of G292.2-0.5.

Table 6.5 lists the values obtained from the best fit one-component VPSHOCK model.

The derived values for this fit are not well constrained due to the large number of free
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parameters needed to properly f¡t the data. The unabsorbed 0.5-10 keV flux from this fit is

6.8x10-r2 ergs cm-'s'1. Although this one-component model prov¡ded a good fit to the data,

a high plasma temperature of kT > 15 keV was required to properly fit the high-energy part

of the spectrum. The possibility of an additional component was then explored by f¡tting the

spectrum using various hvo-component models, one of them always being an NEI model.

When a thermal bremsstrahlung (T.8.) or an additional NEI model were used for the second

component, acceptable lils o'f 7l - 1.05 were still obtained, although high temperatures of

>30 kev were also needed for this component. Therefore, a power law model was used to

test for the presence of nonthermal emission from the remnant. ln this case, an acceptable

fit was also obtained, with a low NEI temperature in combination w¡th a flat photon index.

The values from these two-component model fits are shown in Table 6.5.
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Parameter
VPSHOCK VPSHOCK
+ Power law + T.B.

.lV¡¡ (102tcm-2)
ÈT (kev)
O abundance6
Ne abundance6
Mg abundance6

Si abundanceo
S abundance6
Fe abundance6
¡¿, (cm-3 Ð

JL,,¿,(vpshoc k)
f/kT
Nonnoo,,."rlNorn.t

1.,"a, (Powerfl.B .)

x2(doÐ

3.8 +2.1
1,.4 + 1.3

0.2 +0.2
2.r.21
4.1*7,?

4.81"
8.74%
l.l*l I

(5.1J2.0)x 10e

(11\'.Þx104
6.7x 10-13

1.1+0.2
(2.3+0.8)x 10+

3.lx l0-I2
r.M (276)

5.6 + 1.6

0.5 + 0.2
0.13 + 0.08

1.0 + 0.7
r,sÏ.À

2.0 + t.9
12*!1

t:1+?.9
(6+2)x 10e

(l.sÍ ?)x 10i
t.7x l0-rz
> 30 kev

(8.416.0)x 10{
2.9 x l}-tz
1.05(276)

Table 6.6: Parameters deived from two-component (VPSHOCK + Power law) and (VPSHOCK +

Thermal Bremsstrahlung) fits to the em¡ssion from G292.2-0.5. The normal¡zat¡on for the VPSHOCK

modet ¡s g¡ven ¡n unls of (10-'4 /4xD'z) ln"nodv cm-5 , forthe power law model in un¡ts of photons

keVl cm'2 s'1 at 1 kev and for the thermal bremsstrahlung model in unìts of

(3.)2*l}tt /4trD') þ"n,dv cm',. The unabsorbed fluxes are g¡ven ¡n the 0.5-10.0 kev range

and ¡n un¡ts of ergs cm'' s'. Enors were calculated by allowing 10 out of the 12 l¡tted parameters to

vary freely.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 CXOU J111911.8-613026

A first âpproximation of the distance to this source can be made from the measured column

density, NH , as follows (see Section 5.5.1): the ext¡nction per unit distance can be

estimated from Lucke (1978) to be Eu-, / D - 0.2 mag kpc'1 and using the relation
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NH/EB_v =5.5x10" cm-2 mag-1, the distance , can be then be estimated. From Table

6.3, an average N, value of kl;:)x 10'' cm-2 translates into a distance or 3.6!;l Rpc.

The source exhibits a soft spectrum, with a steep power law providing a slightly better fit

than low temperature thermal models. The power law photon index of f = 3.9 + 0.6 is much

steeper than those commonly exhibited by radio pulsars ( f -2). However, it is consistent

w¡th those typically found for anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXPs, indices of f - 3 - 5 ). The

unabsorbed 0.5-10 keV luminosity from the power law model is (0.61;.:)"10" ergs s'1 after

all errors have been taken into account. The source's luminosity is then well below that of

AXPS (-1035-1Otu ergs s-t¡. ln addition, its overall spectral character¡stics are not consistent

with those of observed accretion-powered binary systems, which exhibit much higher

luminosities (-1036-1038 ergs s-1) and different spectral properties.

The class of Compact Central Objects (CCOs), presumably neutron stars typified by the

central object in the SNR Cas A, exhibit blackbody spectra (ÈZ-0,3-0.6 keV) together

with steep power law indices (f - 4 - 5 , where they fit the data) and luminosities of -1033-

1035 ergs s-1 (Pavlov et al. 2001). lt is then possible that source J'l 1191 1.8-613026 belongs

to this class of objects. However, a simple blackbody model (acceptable for most CCOs) did

not result in a better fit for this source than power law or bremsstrahlung models, giving

ú(dof) - l.l(ll). The known CCOs also lie near the center of SNRS, as opposed to this

object which is not associated with a SNR. Thus, the nature of this source cannot be

immediately determined with the available data and has to await further observations.
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6.4.2 Distance to G292.2-0.5H1 1 19-61 27

Following the same method used in Section 6.4.1 , the derived values for N¡i from the

pulsar and remnant fits can be used to obtain a distance to the system. From the power law

lit to PSR J1119-6127, the column density is Nr, =(6.0-14)x102r cm-2 (see Table 6.4).

From the best fit one-component model to G292.2-0.5, the column density is

No = (5.0-7.0)x102r cm'2 (see Table 6.5). These then translâte into a distance oÍ 5.4-12.6

kpc for the pulsar and 4.0-6.3 kpc for the remnant. A distance of 4-8 kpc was then adopted

for the system. The upper limit was determined from the location of the source with respect

to the Carina spiral arm (Camilo et al. 2000).

6.4.3 PSRJlll9-6127

The analysis described in Section 6.3.3 allowed us to identify the X-ray counterpart of PSR

J1119-6127 and its PWN. Using the spectral model outlined in Table 6.4, we derive an

unabsorbed 0.5-10.0 keV X-ray luminosity for the point source and PWN of

¿* = (5.511'.,)x 10" 4 "rg 
s-1 where Q is the distance in units of 6 kpc. The conversion

efficiency of É into ¿x is then e**,,,=(Lr tÈ)-(2.+\])"t0'Du2. This vatue is

somewhat on the low end of the efficiencies exhibited by other pulsars assoc¡ated w¡th

SNRS (e.9. Safi-Harb 2002).

Table 6.7 summarizes the properties of J11194127 and two other pulsars w¡th similar

spin properties. PSR J1846-0258 lies within 1'of the center of SNR Kes 75 and PSR
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81509-58 lies close to the center of SNR G320.4-1.2. All three pulsars spin slowly (P >100

ms) and have large inferred magnetic fields (.8 > I x l0'3 G) compared to other young, Crab-

like pulsars. However, their observed X-ray properties are different from those of J1119-

6127.While PSR J1846-0258 exhibits the highest X-ray efficiency (even when compared to

all other Crab-like pulsars, it has one of the highest e values), J1119-6127 exhibits the

lowest value (e^,*r,,3 0.001, using the upper limits on the luminosity and distance).

Furthermore, both J1846-0258 and 81509-58 exhibit very similar spectral propert¡es, w¡th

the measured photon indices of the X-ray pulsars be¡ng flatter than those of their associated

PWNe. On the other hand, as noted above, the present analysis of PSR J1119-6127

suggests the opposite trend, with the photon index of the point source being steeper than

that of the extended feature (again, these values should be taken with caution since th¡s

conclusion is based on the small number of counts available).

Therefore, ¡t seems that the peculiar spin properties and high magnetic f¡elds of these

three pulsars cannot account in an obvious way for the differences in their X-ray properties.

ln addition, the extent to which their env¡ronment comes into play in explaining these

differences is made uncertain by the fact that the emission from Kes 75 (Helfand et al. 2003)

surrounding J1846-0258 was found to have very similar properties to those found for

C292.2-0.5 in this analysis but arising from different mechanisms (see Section 6.4.4).
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Pâ-rameter J11194tZ'1 I1846-{258 81509-58

Spin period, P (ms)

Period derivatiYe, P
Surface magnetíc field, ,8 (C)
châracteristic age, 1" (yr)
Spin-down luminosiry É (erg s-I)
Braking index, ¿
Disrance
NH (1022 cû-z)
Photon index
Radio/x-ray PwN?
0.5-10.0 keV efñciency, e (LxlE)
Reference

408
4x 10-r2
4.1x10r3

1600
2.3x1Ú6

z.9r

-6 kpc

-0.9
I P"'à2.2' I p,,,,s22

no / yes

ep,'+p*" i 0.001
this work

3U
7.1x 1fl2
4.8x 10r3
980-1700
7.9x1É6
t.8Ç2.48
-19 kpc

-4
l r,-1.4,I0".,,-1.9

yes / yes

eo--0.016, ep-,-0.065
Helfand et al. 2003

150
1.5 x 10-r2
1.5 x 1Or3

1700
18x 105

2.8

^5 kpc

-1
lr--1.4(?), fo""-2.05

Ye's / Yes
€p"'>0.001, eor,,a-0.009

Gaensler et al. 2002

Table 6.7: Obserued parameters for pulsars J1119-6127, J1846-0258 and 81509-58.

6.4.4 G292.2-0.5

The emission 'frcm G2922-0.5 is well described by non-equilibrium ionization models, âs is

expected from young SNRS. However, the measured temperature of >15 kev is much

higher than the few keV temperatures commonly observed in these objects. ln addition, the

low ionization timescale (n"t - 5x10e cm'3 s) ¡ndicates that the plasma is far from ionizat¡on

equilibrium (n"t - 1x10tz cm3 s ), as is expected from young remnants where the plasma

has been recently ionized by the forward and reverse shocks. Unfortunately, the elemental

abundances are not well constrained, making it hard to determine whether lhe emission

arises from shocked ISM (abundances < 1 solar) or from shocked ejecta (abundances > 1

solar).

The high thermal temperatures derived from the above one-component models may be

suggestive that the speclrum could be nonthermal. For remnants that exhibit both thermal
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and nonthermal emission, the nonthermal portion is well described by a steep power law.

Examples include Cas A (f =3.0 10.2), SN 1006 (f =3.0 10.2), Kepler (I- =3.0!0.2),

Tycho (f = 3.2 10.1) and RCW 86 (f =3.3f 0.2) (Allen et al. 1999). One exception is the

SNR G347.3-0.5, which lacks thermal emission down to very low limits and its nonthermal

photon index is harder (l -2.2) than those of the above remnants (Slane et al. 1999). This

nonthermal emission is commonly attributed to synchrotron emission from particles

accelerated at the supernova blast wave shock. ln addition, flat power law photon indices of

-1.45-2.0 were derived for the SNR W50 associated w¡th the Galactic microquasar SS 433.

ln this case, the emission was interpreted as ar¡sing from the ¡nteraction of fast moving jets,

produced by SS 433, with the SNR shell and its surroundings (Saf¡-Harb & Petre 1999).

However, when a thermal plus nonthermal model was fitted to the Chandra dala of G292.2-

0.5, the measured nonthermal photon index of f - I (see Table 6.6) is distinctly harder than

those quoted above.

lf the hard emission represents power law emission from relativistic electrons, the

possibility then exists that they arise from a leakage of PWN particles into the SNR interior.

The observed photon index for this extended emission also agrees w¡th the suggested index

for the PWN o'f f <2.2, indicating they might have a sìmilar origin. ln this case, the particles

would have had to travel from the location of the PWN out to a radius of -6'(the locat¡on of

the outer region selected to study the emission from G292.0+1.8, see Figure 6.6). The

synchrotron lifetime of these particles must then exceed the light travel time for this distance,

î r,,a, ) r / c - (o.z - t .+)" t o's - 2346 yrs (at distances of 4-8 kpc). The contribution from

the power law component to the overall spectrum is still very significant (in fact, it
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dominates) at energies .E -6 keV (for example). The SNR magnetic field needed to produce

the synchrotron emission at these energies with the above lifetime can then be estimated as

8",,,<0.85rj",1,1,."," E-;l'G -(0.5-Ls)xto+o (Lang 1999). This is higher than the typ¡cal

interstellar magnetic field of a few p G.

lnterestingly, the emission from the SNR Kes 75 associated with the high magnetic f¡eld

pulsar J1846-0258 was also found to have a similar nonthermal component w¡th

f =1.34 10.14 (Helfand et al. 2003). ln this case, Helfand et al. concluded that the

emission is not likely to arise from pulsar-injected particles and they instead suggested a

dust-scattering halo of the PWN as its origin. However, this process could not completely

account for the high energy (4-7 keV) power law contribution to the spectrum and a

synchrotron contribution from the SNR with unusually flat index cannot be ruied out in this

case. Additional analysis of both these remnants will make ¡t possible to further constrain

the¡r properties and determine possible similarities in their emission mechanisms.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

ln this thesis, the high resolution and sensitivity oÍ lhe Chandra X-ray ObseNatory were

exploited to make unique observations of the Galactic supernova remnants, G292.0+1.8 and

G292.2-0.5. The imaging and spectral capabilities offered by Chandn were used to derive

basic properties of these objects.

The emission from the composite remnant G292.0+1.8 was found to arise predominantly

from ejecta-dominated regions. Fitting nonequilibr¡um ionization (NEl) models to this

emission allowed for the identification of the supernova blast wave. A progenitor mass of

3040 Mo was der¡ved by comparing the derived abundances from the ejecta with those

predicted from nucleosynthesis models. Using the Sedov interpretation, the explosion

energy, age, blast wave velocity and swept-up mass of the remnant were found to be

(r.Aji)r.rO" ergs, 2,600llii yrs, 880+70 km s-1 and ls.6\;l u", respect¡vely. The

derived age is almost tlvice as large as previous estimates and it is close to the pulsar's

character¡stic age of 2,900 yrs. This confirms their association and relaxes the need for the

pulsar to have a value for the braking index different than n = 3, a large period at birth or a

high transverse veloc¡ty. The properties of the pulsar wind nebula surrounding PSR J1 124-

5916 were also studied. A steepening of the PWN power law photon index from

f = 2.0 t 0.1 to f = 3.0 + 0.2 with increasing radius was found, as expected from
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synchrotron and expansion losses. From the Kennel & Coroniti (1984a) model, it was found

that the PWN is consistent w¡th having a shock radius of a few arcseconds and a

magnetization parameter o - 0.0005 - 0.01 .

fhe Chandra observation of the remnant G292.2-0.5 allowed for the detection of the X-

ray counterpart of the high-magnetic field radio pulsar J1 I l9-6127. ln addition, a faint 3"x6"

extended component surrounding the pulsar was identified at energies above -1.2 keV

representing the first evidence for a PWN. The combined emission from the pulsar and its

PWN was well described by a power law with a photon index f = 2.2\:3 and unabsorbed

0.5-10 keV luminos¡ty ot (S.Sllir)ttO" ergs s-1 at a distance of 6 kpc. The emission from

the interior of the SNR was well descr¡bed by both a single NEI model with high

temperatures (kT > 15 kev) or a two-component NEI plus power law model with an

unusually flat photon index (kZ - 1.5 keV and f - 1.1). ln the case where the hard SNR

emission represents synchrotron radiation from relativistic electrons supplied by the PWN, a

magneticfield of -(O.S-t.S)xt0{ G is needed inside the remnant to produce the observed

emission.

From the above results, these hvo remnants appear to exhibit different properties.

G292.0+1.8 can be considered a telcbook case for a compos¡te remnant, where both

thermal emission from the extended regions and nonthermal emission from the pulsar/PWN

are present. The thermal emission is dominated by high abundance ejecta and is consistent

with a massive progenitor. With this study, the der¡ved age for the remnant is similar to the
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characteristic age of the pulsar. ln âddition, the emission from the PWN follows the

steepening trend expected from synchrotron loses. On the other hand, from this study it now

seems that G292.2-O.5 provides complications with the traditional picture of a young,

composite SNR. The emission from the interior is either hotter than that of other thermal

remnânts, or much flatter than that of other nonthermal remnants. ln addition, even though a

PWN was detected surrounding PSR J1119-6127, as expected from its youth, it does not

seem to be Crab-like, most probably due to the pulsais high magnetic field. Furthermore,

the PWN appears to have an unusually low luminosity and a flatter spectral index than the

pulsar, in contrast to what is observed for other high-magnetic field pulsars.

These remnants and their compact objects then exhibit different properties and represent

two distinct manifestations of the SNR/PSR systems. Additional high resolution Chandra

observations of these systems, and in particulal of G292.2-0.51J1119-6127 , will allow for a

more reliable determinat¡on of the spatial and spectral characteristics of their arcsecond-

scale structures associated with the depos¡tion of the pulsar wind's energy into its

surroundings. Furthermore, future observations with the XMM-Newton X+ay satellite will

provide a large effective area and sensitivity to low-surface brightness structures, such as

jet-like structures and SNR filaments. X-ray observations, complimented with studies at

other wavelengths, will provide a betier understanding of a wide range of PSRySNR systems

and the role played by the progenitor stars and the âmbient medium in determining their

properties. Thus, the studies carr¡ed out for this thesis illustrate the need to increase our

sample of these systems in order to broaden our underslanding of them.
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Appendix A

Nonequilibrium lonization Fits to G292.0+1.8

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the best-fit one- and two-component nonequilibr¡um (NEl) models

to the 23 regions selected for spatially resolved spectroscopy in the remnant G292.0+1.8

(see Figure 5.4). The NEI mode¡ VPSHOCK was used to describe the spectra. The

normalization (Norm) in these tables is given in units of (10-'a /4 ttD'z) ln"nrdV cm-t . the

listed values were used to derive overall parameters for the remnant, See Table 5.3 and

Table 5.4 for errors of individual values that were used dur¡ng analysis.

Table 4.1: One-component VPSHOCK f¡ts to the 23 regions selected for spatially resolved

spectroscopy in the remnant G292.0+1.8.

Parameter region I region 2 region 3 region 4 region 5 reglon 6

N, (102t cm-2 )
kT (kev)

O abundanceo

Ne abundanceo

l\49 abundanceo

S¡ abundanceo

S abundanceo

Fe abundanceo

n"t (cnr-3 s)

Norm(lU -)

z:@of)

4.5 5.4 3.2

0.75 1.7 0,76

5.3 2.5 2.5

6.3 6.6 3.9

3.7 3.8 2.5

0.7 0.9 0.3

0.9 0.5 0.5

o.7 0.1 0.6

s.7 x 1011 4.4 x 1011 6.9 x 101r

1.3 0.39 1.2

1.97(118) 1.74(s3) 1.77(107)

5.2 4.9 2.7

't.s o.6ri o.ô4

1,3 6.0 1.5

'1.9 6.1 2.O

1.3 3.0 1.6

0.3 2.4 0.9

o.2 5.0 1.6

0.3 0.9 1.6

'f.5xfo11 1.9x1012 5x1o1o

1.4 3.4 6.4

1.61(125) 2,50(152) 2.76(176\
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Table 4.1: One-component f¡ts continued

Parameter reg¡on 7 reg¡on E reg¡on I region 10 reg¡on 11 reg¡on 12

N, (1021 cm-z)

kT (kev)

O abundanceo

Ne abundanceo

Mg abundanceo

Si abundanceo

S abundanceo

Fe abundanc€o

n"t (cm-3 s)

Norm (10-3 )

z:@of)

1.4 0.8 10

1.0 0.6 3.7

1.2 0.8 0.6

3.5 4.4

1.2 0.77

1.1 0.8

3.0 1.1

2.3 0,8

1.'t 0.6

0.9 1.1

0.2 0.2

3.3 x 1or1 3.0 x 1011

0,33 2.0

1.13(115) 1.85(107)

2.7 3.7 0.26 4.O

0.56 0.56 0.69 0.62

1.4 0.9 2.2 3.2

'1.8

1.0

3.3 1.4 1.0 1.8

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.7

3.7x1013 2.7 x1012 1.0x i013 1.2x1012

0.58 6.6 1.0 3.5

1.07(112) 1.02(180) 2.16(120\ 1.47(147)

Pâremeter reg¡on 13 reg¡on 14 region 15 reg¡on 16 region f7 region 1E

N, (102t cm-z )
kr @ev)

O abundanceo

Ne abundanceo

Mg abundanceo

Si abundanceo

S abundanceo

Fe abundanceo

n"t (cnt-3 s)

tlorm ( 10 -3 
)

z:@of)

5.0 5.4

0.81 0.89

5.6 4.4

6.2 5.7

3.3 2.9

1.1 0.5

1.0 0

0.8 0.5

4,7 x 1011 3.4 x 1011

1.3 0.77

2.05(117) 1.79(105)

5.7 4.9

0.92 0.78

4.2 J,O

6.7 4.5

3.6 2.2

0.9 2.6

1.5 2.4

0.3 0.3

3.5 x 1011 7.3 x 1011

1.4 0.66

1.44(142) 1.24('t18)

3.9 4,9

0.92 0.95

1.8 2.9

3.4 3.2

2.2 2.2

0.8 0.4

0.7 0.8

0.5 0.5

2,1 x'1011 3.7 x 1011

o.43 1 .3

1.15(109) 1.93(113)
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Table A.1: One-component f¡ts continued

Parameter reg¡on 19 feg¡on z0 reglon zl regton 22 regron z3

N n (102t cm¿)

kr GeV)

O abundanceo

Ne abundanceo

Mg abundanceo

S¡ abundanceo

S abundanceo

Fe abundanc€o

n"t \cnl - s)

Norm 110-3 ¡

*(dof)

4.7 4.9

o.71 0.66 0.87

3.5 3.1

0.70 0.72

0.5 0.3

0.5 0.4

0.3 0.1

0.2 0.2

o.7 0.5

0.1 0

4.0 x 1011 4.6 x 1011

0.92 2.2

1.33(s0) 1.40(112)

44

2.0

5.7

1.1 0.4

0.9 0.5

17 0.6 0.2

0.6

LJ

0.1

0.5 0.3

0.2 0.2

4.7 x 1o12 7.s x '1011 8.7 x 1o1o

0.96 3.3

1.2 0.2

1.4

1.09(94) 1.9('t12) 1.16(e8)

Table A.2: Two-component VPSHOCK fits to the first 21 regions selected for analysis ¡n G292.0+1 .8.

Pârameter reg¡on 1 region 2 reglon 3 reg¡on 4 region 5 region 6

N, (102t cm-z)

kT,,., (keV)

n"l,,",(cnl3 s)

Nornt,,", (10-3 )

kT"",, (keV)

n"t 
"."t\cnt 

' s)

Nornt,,", (10-3 )

r:@of)

6.8 7.O

1.8 0.90

0.4 0.9

5.9 6.0

1.9 0.74

4.8xi011 2.7 x1011 3.2x'1011 2.0x1011 B.0xl01r 1.0x 1011

4.9

0.85

4.7

1.2

o.24

1.5 0.9

0.39

4.1

0.2o.24 0.32 0.16

4.4x1013 i.1 x 1oe 1.4 x 1013 4.9 x 1011 3.0 x 1012 7.0 x 10

1.9 1.4 2.6 0.8 5.8 7.9

1.76(10e) 1.84(84) 1.31(104) 1.35(116) 1.64(13e) 2.34(16e)
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Table 4.2: Two-component f¡ts cont¡nued

region 7 region I reg¡on I reglon l0 region l1 region 12

N , (10'?t cm-2 )

kTh", (keV)

n"t ,",(cttt-3 s)

Norm,,",(10-3)

kT""., (keV)

n"l 
"".,(cnt-3 

s)

Nornt,,",(10-3)

ú (dof)

4.1 4.4 2.7 5.2 5.6

1,3 0.58 0.80 0.70 1.2

9.4 x 1010 6.2 x 1o12 6.7 x 1012 1.'l x 1012 2.8 x 1o11

1.6 3.5 0.5 2.6 0.3

0.49 0,49 0.42 0.24 0.13

5.0 x 1013 8.7 x loe 'f .5 x 1010 4.3x1012 8.6 x f 011

0.4 0.8 0,03 7.9 1.0

1.16(103) 0.97(171) 1.71(111) 1.13(140) 1,20(106)

0.82

5.3 x 1011

0.9

o.42

5.0 x 1010

1.2

1.33(98)

region 13 region 14 reg¡on l5 region 16 region 17 region 18

N, (102t cm-2)

kTn", (keV)

n"l r.,(ctn-3 s)

Norn r",(10-3)

kT","t GeV)

n"t 
".",(cttr-3 

s)

Norm 0., (10-3 )

r:@of)

6.0 4.8 6.8

0.86 0.89 0.95

6.6x 1011 4.4x1011 s.4x 1011

1.6 0.7 1.2

0.41 0.38 0.37

2.b x 1011 4.4x1013 4.9x1011

1.7 0,1 3.3

r.62(109) 1.72(97) 1.43(133)

4.9 4.5 4.8

1.1 0.92 1.1

3,i x 1o1r 2.4xi011 3.i x 1011

0.3 0.5 0.9

0.32 0.27 0.65

8.3 x loB 1,2x'lo1o 3,ox1o1o

'1.6 '1.4 0.3

1.15(10e) 1.12(100) 1.63(105)



Table 4.2: Two-component f¡ts continued

region 19 region 20 region 2l

N, (102t cm-z )

kTt,", (ke!/)

n"t,,",(cnt-3 s)

Norm,,",(10-3)

kT"",, (keV)

n"t 
"".,(cn{3 

s)

Norntn.,(10-3)

z:@of)

5.5 6.1 6.1

1.4 0.94 0.95

2.7 x'1011 3.0 x 1011 s.9 x 1oe

0.2 1.1 0.9

0.48 0.27 0.84

8.5 x 108 2.7 x't011 1.4x1011

0.8 5.1 0.3

1.10(84) 1.62(109) 1.05(95)
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Publications

Summarized versions of the results presented in this thesis have been previously published

in the following articles:

Gonzalez, M. E. & Safi-Harb, 5., "Chandra Detection of the H¡gh-Magnetic Field Radio

Pulsar Jl1l9-6127 in lhe Supernova Remnant G292.2-0.5', Astrophysical Journal

Lef¿ers, v.591, p.143, 2003

Gonzalez, M. E. & Safi-Harb, S., "New Constraints of the Energetics, Progenitor Mass, and

Age of the Supernova Remnant G292.0+1.8 Containing PSR J1 124-5916", Astrophysical

Joumal Letters, v.583, p.91 , 2003.

Safi-Harb, S. & Gonzalez, M. 8., "Chandra Observations of the Oxygen-rich Supernova

Remnant MSH 11-54 (G292.0+1.8)", in ASP Conf. Ser. 262, The High Energy Universe

at Sharp Focus: Chandra Science, ed. E. M. Schlegel & S. B. Vrtilek (San Francisco:

ASP), p.315, 2002



Abbreviations

The following is a list of the common abbreviations found throughout this thesis.

ACIS Advance CCD lmaging Spectrometer; detector on Chandra

ASCA Advanced Satellite for Cosmology and Astronomy; X-ray telescope

Bl Back-illuminated CCD

CALDB Calibration Database; Chandra calibration files directory

GGD Charge Coupled Device

CHANDRA Chandra X-ray Observatory (or CXO); X-ray satellite

CIAO Chandra lnteractive Analysis of Observations

CIE Collision lonization Equilibrium

CXC Chandra X-ray Center

Fl Front-illuminated CCD

FPCS Focal Plane Crystal Spectrometer; detector on Erns¿eln observatory

FWHM Full-width at Half Maximum

GIS Gas lmaging Spectrometer; detector on ASCA

HPD Half-power Diameter

HRC High Resolution Camera; detector on Chandra and E¡nstein observatories

HRI High Resolution lmager; detector on ROSAf

HRMA High Resolution Mirror Assembly; mirrors on Chandra

ISM lnterstellar Medium

IPC lmaging Proportional Counter; detector on Ernsfeln observatory

NEI Nonequilibrium lonization

PSPC Position Sensitive Proportional Counter; detector on ROSA f
PSF Point Spread Funct¡on

PSR Pulsar

PWN Pulsar Wind Nebula

ROSAT Röentgensatell¡t;X-raysatellite

SIS Solid-state lmaging Spectrometer; detector on ASCA

SNR Supernova Remnant
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